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THERE ia no lack of
variety in Kans;ab;
drought last summer
and floods now.
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VILLA STARTS RECONSTRUCTION
OF NORTHERN MEXICO'S

The bluejackets from the California
are permitted to visit Colinga in
groups of 100 at a time.
TRACKS

"

1913.

CITY EDITION.
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Las Vegas hospital where they will
If they do not
receive treatment.
show improvement they may be sent
to the State Hospital for the Insane.
The officers are endeavoring to communicate with relatives of Mr. and
Mrs. Crabtree.
r
The children ara being' cared for
.
at the hospital.

SENATE WILL BE

SESSION
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. BASEBALL IN JAPAN
Tokio Deo. 6. The Chicago team DEMOCRATS
LENGTHEN
TH2
of the American league and the New
'
RATON PASS, CAUSING RAIL
TIME OF WORKING PERIODS
TRAIN,
York team of the National league arROADS TROUBLE
CAUSES EXCITEMENT
j
FOR EACH DAY
rcufLt
rived four days late at Yokohama toA
day, the Empress of Japan having
encountered
bad weather.
FCUR
TRAINS
HELD
HUSBAND
HERE DISTRICT
IS
UNBALANCED
TO WORK ON CUERENCY ACT
H50JIILES LONG
Later in the day President Eiklchi
Kamada pitched the first ball in the
YESTERDAY'S NOS. 4 AND 2 AND THE HIGH WATER CENTER COV- HE RAVES ABOUT RELIGION AND first match in
Japan, which was play- REPUBLICANS JOIN I.N MOVEMENT
ed at Keio university. This resulted
TODAY'S NOS. 8 AND 10 ON
APPROACHING END OF THE
ERS IMMENSE STRETCH OF
TO GET THE BILL OUT OF
as follows:
R. H. E.
i
SIDETRACKS
WORLD
TERRITORY
THE WAY
9 9 0
Chicago .

De La Barra Denies Rumor
Berlin, Germany, Dec. 6. Francisco
De La Barra, former provisional president of Mexico, expressed displeas
IS v REBUILT ure
TELEGRAPH
today at the publication of rumors that he was on the way to
NOW ARE Japan to purchase arms and ammuniCONSTITUTIONALISTS
tion,
lie authorized another state-mea- t
IN COMMUNICATION WITH
his mission was "purely
that
CHIHUAHUA
one of courtesy," the object being to
thank Japan for her representation at
Mexican centennial.
the
RELIEF
LCOKED
IS
A
FOR
TRAP
LINES

ARE PROCEEDING
INSURRECTOS
UPON THEIR OPERATIONS
WARILY
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TRAFFIC STOPPED DEATH
BY BIG

DECEMBER
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Walter C. Oowles, commander of the
United States , battle fleet, accompan
ied by several officers and 12 blue
jackets, paid a visit to this city yes
terday, coming from Ma nzanillo, where
the flagship California is at. anchor.
The. American club gave a ball and
smok'ng concert in honor of the vis

SATURDAY,

Desperate Conditions
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SHIP IS IN PERIL
Seattle, Wash, Dec. G. The
schooner Aloha, with 11 men
on board, is in distress off Destruction
Island between Grays Harbor and
Cape Flattery. Her anchors are bare- holding her from going on the rocky
coast. The Aloba is bound from the
Fijis to Grays Harbor. She is commanded by Captain Peterson and has
been in tferil since last Sunday.

TWO
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MRRS, J. H. CRABTREE,
GER ON SNOWBOUND

E

;

The first pas
GIN MOVING UNTIL SOME-TIMsenger train, that has come direct
in
from Monterey
several months ar
TOMORROW
rived here today, bringing hundreds
of refugees. Including a number of
One of the heaviest snow storms evJuarez, Mexico, Dec. 6. Reconstruc- Americans. The
passengers reported er experienced in sQUthern Colorado
temtion of the telegraph lines and
that the conditions in Monterey were and northern New Mexico has
porary rebuilding of railroads, markstopped
desperate.
traffic in those regions with no prosining the first semblance of peaceful
pects of a resumption within the next
dustry in northern Mexico for many
12 hours. Four Santa Fe passenger
months; occupied General Francisco HERRING SATISFIED
trains are now tied up in Las Vegas
Villa's rebel army today. The main
waiting until the tracks can be clearbody of the army reached Chivallto,
WITH COMPANY II ed in the north part of the state. The
about 80 miles north of Chihuahua
trains are yesterday's Nos. 2 and 4,
City, and had open telegraph comand today's Nos. 8 and 10.
munication to that point.
Trains Nos. 2 and 4 of today will
Almost the entire line from" Juarez ADJUTANT GENERAL SAYS, HOW
be run over the Belen cutoff, while
southward is guarded by rebels to
EVER, THERE IS ROOM FOR
IMPROVEMENT
No. 8 of today probably will come
prevent any fugitive federal troops
this way, as it is expected that traf
from Interrupting it. Both telegraph
' and railroads are still
Last night at the armory occurred fic will be resumed within the next
only In temporary stage of repair, and General the first inspection of Company H, 15 hours.
The snow at the Raton pass Is said
Villa has decided to do the reconstruc- B'irst Infantry, New Mexico National
tion leisurely, since he believes the Guard, by the new adjutant general, to be from 5 to 15 feet in depth and
federal troops have been thoroughly H. T. Herring. The' inspection was still falling, with a terrifio windrouted and there is not much pros- attended by Governor W. C. McDon- storm raging. At a small station this
ald, who accompanied General Her siile of Raton the snow Is reported
pect of early fighting.
has
reached
ring to this city for the purpose of as being 15 feet in depth in
the
t Apprehension
camp that General Huerta would wel- seeing just what work the local com- drifts.
come the massing of a large body of pany is doing.
At Trinidad all westbound trains
Although ory about half the mem are being held and will arrive in Las
rebels into the southern territory and
would even encourage their passing bership of the company was present Vegas at close intervals just as soon
"stub"
into the interior with a view of pre- last night "the work was successful, as the tracks 'can be cleared."
paring for them at a given point and according to Adjutant General Her-ln- section of train No. 1 was run on
He stated this morning that the time south from here this afternoon
then attempting to mow them down
with machine guns nd superior num- showing made last night only encour- - and probably will be added to at Albu
bers. Thousands of the rebels are ed him to instill in the minds of the querque and continued to California.
No mail has been received from the
undisciplined and accustomed only to officers of the local company the
guerrilla tactics in fighting. Their need of a larger membership. He Is east since last when No. 9 from the
'being massed into a large body, such not dissatisfied, nor did he hold the east arrived. This train arrived near
as Villa says he will take toward inspection for any purpose other than ly three hours late and was covered
Mexico City, would expose them to to learn just exactly the membership with snow. Passengers on this train
an attack by a federal army acquain- and ability of the company.
stated that at times it seemed as
Governor McDonald addressed the though the car windows would not
ted with technical advantages.
-- T
militiamen following the inspection, survive the storm. Two light engines
V
and
spoke, for enthusiasm, mentioning were sent out from Las Vegas this
Border
Refugees Nearing
His talk morning eastbound, but at Wagon
Presidio, Tex., Dec. 6 The 3,000 the need of
federal troops and civilians, Including was "short hut interesting and thor Mound were forced to stop on acwomen and children who fled from oughly enjoyed and appreciated by count of the storm, and are now
Chihuahua, in the evacuation of that the company and all others present stranded in the snow.
city, are nearing the United States A dance followed the inspection.
General Herring this
Adjutant
Cloudless Skies in Denver
border, according to H. B. Freeman,
skies
an American mining engineer who morning seemed pleased with the
Denver, Dec. 6. Cloudless
crossed over from Ojlnaga on the spirit that was shown by the citizens greeted residents of Denver and subIn urbs
Mexican side today. Freeman said of Las Vegas
today as they resumed the task
the refugees! were able to travel 15 spection last night. He stated that f digging their way through; ,45.5
of the citizens of a city inches of snow.
miles a day, and were in wagons, carThe first' ''efforts
riages and on foot. Among them are with a company means considerable were to restore a partial street car
service and resume the delivery of
the family of Louis Terrazas and toward its future advancement.
Governor McDonald and Adjutant coal and fpod supplies.
other wealthy families.
United States troops and the Mexi- General Herring will leave Las Vegas
While, thousands of men worked
can consul from El Paso arrived at for Silver City as soon as trains ar- with pick 'j.ariL shovel digging aayw
Presidio to take charge of the refu- rive here southbound.
the mass of Ice and snow, the police
endeavored to keep off the streets all
gees when they cross 'the bojdir.
vehicles except those needed to meet
PROGRESSIVE PARTY
Rebels Offered Help
the city's immediate needs.
Railroad traffic still was badly tied
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex., Dec. 6
A secretary was occupied today in
CHRISTENED up. only one train from Cheyenne
IS
translating an accumulation ofseevral
having reached the Union station at
8 o'clock.
No others were expected to
hundred letters from foreigners offer
ing their sorvlces to the revolutionary CALIFORNIA BULL MOOSERS OR- be moved, either incoming or outgoing. Although several persons were
army. They include proffers from
GANIZE UNDER JOHNSON'S
machine gun operators and brass band
still missing no information of actual
LEADERSHIP
loss of life had been received at pomusicians, doctors and sharpshooters.
The letters are from veteran fill- San Francisco, Dec. e. The pro lice headquarters.
busters and boys in their teens who gressive party of California became a
'
seek a life of adventure, but none of fact today In name as well as in beThree Trains Stalled
the offers will' be accepted, according ing. Governor Hiram W. Johnson
Topoka, Kas., Dec 6. Two Union
to Aha uncompromising stand of Gen- christened and dedicated it before a Paci:$c passenger trains and lone
eral Carranza that the present revo-- ' crowded assembly of party leaders, Rock Island train were stalled in the
lution is a "Mexican affair" and that workers and followers, men and wom- snow drifts of Colorado today, acforeign soldiers are not wanted. The en from' all parts of the state.
cording to reports received at the
only foreign soldier in any way conYesterday the old republican state local offices of the raids. No suffernected with the revolutionary gener- central committee pronounced its ing among the 'passengers was real's staff is Captain T. Thord Gray, own dissolution as a legal entity and ported.
who has seen many years of service today its members met to organize
in the English army, although he is under their own emblem. The new
GUARDING MORGAN'S GRAVE
of Swedish birth. He has just been progressive state central committee
Hartford, Conn., Dec. 6. The grave
appointed military instructor, but will will h.we a membership double that af J. P. Morgan in Cedar Hill cemetake no part in the actual fighting. of the old, making a total not pre- tery is now, as it has been from the
e
It was asserted while Captain Gray cisely decided on as yet, but
guarded,
closely
day of interment,
was organizing the artillery and caval170.
particularly at night, During the day
ia
no specially assigned watchman
ry, the matter of camp hygiene would
be undertaken by Colonel Suarez
EXHIBITION HALL BURNS
kept there, but at sunset an armed
Gamboa, a Mexican physician of Vera
Manchester, England, Dec. 6. The guard goes on duty until sunrise. The
Cruz who has been a Btudent in sev- exhibition hall in the southeastern body of Mr. Morgan wasi interred here
eral European universities.
subuAan district of Rusholme was April 14. A cemetery official said to'i
the ground by an "arson day that the Morgan family is paying
burned
Admiral In Guadalajara
squad" of militant suffragettes. The for the guard and It. will be continued
as long as the family desires.
Guadalajara, Dec. 6. Rear Admiral loss is $ao,ooo.
Mexico City, Dec.

OF THE
TEXAS
FLOOD VICTIMS ARE WHITE

TWENTY-FIV-

WIFE WATCHES
PERISH;

HER

THE INNOCENT BABES ARE LEFT
TO THE MINISTRATIONS
OF

HUSBAND

lyjAN AND CHILDREN

KINDLY FOLK

GO DOWN

While suffering from temporary In
sanity, Mrs. J. H. Crabtree of Athens, Tenn., who arrived In Las Ve
gas last night on Santa Fe train No.
2 accompanied by her husband and
two small children on the way home
from California, this morning endeavored to Jump from a second story window in the La pension hotel where
she had been taken after spending' a
night of insane ravings at the Santa
Fe station. It is thought she attempted suicide. Her husband, who also is
partially demented, according to physicians, seized the- woman as she
emerged from the window and held
her suspended above the pavement
until his hold gave way and she fell.
The woman was caught by several
men in a huge crowd that had gathered In front of the hotel. During, the
time that Mr. Crabtree was trying to
pull his wife- back through the win-dathe woman screamed and tore
her hair, which fell almost to her
Kansas
Fl, .J
fi. Rain continu-- - waist in a disheveled mass. A large
Kansas
4 f.Mr.i
1
many par's of crowd was attracted'". by ,tbe woman's
: .' "
vy;'--Kansas and Missouri, where a week frfgar-'f-Mr. and Mrs. Crabtree were on their
of wet weather has swollen the
streams and caused considerable dam way from California, wheer they have
resided for some time, to their old
age to farm property.
Archie Lowrey, his wife and two home in Tennessee. Conductor Jack
'
children last night were swept down Fisher, who took charge of Santa Fe
Timber creek, and one of the chil- train No. 2, at Albuquerque yesterday
'
dren drowned. ,
afternoon, noticed the couple immediately upon leaving the Duke City.
Their peculiar actions caused him to
keep a careful eye on them and soon
take comSEARCH FOR LOPEZ it was necessary that he woman
ravplete charge of them. The
ed all the way to this city, and her
did the same. It was only
IS PROGRESSING husband the
greatest care that Fisher
through
finally succeeded in reaching this
city last night without having serious
NO NEWS REACHES THE TUNNEL
trouble with his demented passenMOUTHS OF HIS DISCOVgers.
ERY, HOWEVER
Due to the fact that all trains have
been delayed . here for the past 18
Bingham, U., Dec. 6. Still hopeful hours on account of a big snow storm
that the body of Ralph Lopez, slayer
at, Raton, Mr. and Mr3. Crabtree early
the
bfBlximen, would ho found,
this morning left their train and went
Utah-Apemine, the sheriffs ' 'and to the Santa Fe station where they
their deputies resumed their search remained
during the early hours. Untoday. Drifts, raises and Inclines in til about .10 o'clock, when they were
the 30 miles of underground workings removed to the hotel, Mrs. Crabtree
were penetrated but as the day ad- raved with no 'apparent cause. Her
vanced no word reached the waiting mind seemed decidedly unbalanced,
crowds' at the tunnel- moutho to diswhile Mr. Crabtree showed little
pel their belief that the desperado
signs of dementia until this noon at
had escaped.
the hotel.
It was thought by late today the
Local physicians were summoned,
searchers would he able to penetrate and after
making an examination do?
to every part of the mine. Since Noto
cided
place the woman la a hotel,
vember 21 Lopez has killed five peace
that perhaps rest would rethinking
officers who pursued him after he store
her reason. However, It was
bad killed a fellow Mexican.
necessary that an opiate be used to
quiet her, and later in the morning
she was finally forced into a light
atsleep, from which she awoke to
window.
the
to
from
tempt
jump
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
It is thought, by those opposed to the
suiicde theory, the woman's motive
when she attempted to lump from the
window was to be with her children,
Washington, Dec. 6 Senate: Met
as they had been removed from the
at 10 a .m.
way
Ratified the democratic program for room. She cried in a most pitiful
from the
advice
but
for
her
children,
bill.
on
the currency
sessions
from
Senator Sneppard introduced a bill physicians was that they be kept cona
in
was
she
as
dangerous
her
17
roads
committee of
for a good
dition of mind and might harm them.
members.
Bill to sanction use of state election
Judging from the conversation of
de- the woman's husband, the coupl'e are
of
senators
election
for
machinery
religious fanatics. While in the hotel
layed.
Het-chin
senate
this morning the man loudly raved
the
Hetch
Resumed
about the benefits of religion, and
water bill debate.
to
Lane
report predicted the world would come to an
Called on Secretary
the cost of administering the laws for end within the next few days. His
mind is unbalanced, it is said, and it
the last five years.
is the opinion of the physicians that
noon.
at
Met
House:
Discussion of the naval holiday re- mental diseases run in the families
of the Crabtrees or that they are vicsumed.
Commerce commission gave hearing tims of drugs.
This noon both were removed to the
on automatic train stopping devices.
Bryan, Tex., Dec. 6. The known
death list in' Texas floods was increased to more than 50 today. At
least 25 of tha victims were white
persons. Motor; boats from Houston
and Galveston- got Into the flooded
Brazos river bottoms, rapidly removing hundreds of exhausted and half
frozen refusees from trees and housetops.
The flood center today extended
from Marlin, tiO miles In an airline
above here, Where the waters were
receding, to ISO miles below Bryan.
It was discovered today that on Wednesday Anderson Stewart, a white
farmer, and hts four children had
drowned when a skiff they occupied
Joe Cooper and his son
capsized.
were drowned in front of the porch
of their homo on which Mrs. Cooper
and the othef children stood helpless
to give aid.
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YOUNG STUDENT UNDER
A
ARMAND

SERIOUS CHARGE
MEGARE

STUCK

A

NEEDLE IN THE ARM OF MRS.
MARJORIE GJ?AFF

Newark, N. J., Dec. 6. Armand
Megare, the South American student
qf pharmacy held in $20,000 bail accused of sticking a needle in the arm
of Mrs. Marjorie Graff at a theater
was to be confronted today with other
women, who reported similar experiences recently. Mrs. Graff fainted after feeling tha needle point and the
other two victims say they felt marked drowsiness.
SoclcUss for
crime have taken up the matter in an
effort to determine whether procurers
tried in this way to get girls- in their
power.
Mrs. Jeanette Clark,- 19 years old,
and Miss Mary Lee, a young stenographer, came to police headquarters
today to look at Megare. Both girls
say they were stuck by needles in
Newark theaters.
-

,

"QUAKER" FILES ANSWER
Chicago, Dec. 6. The answer of the
Quaker Oats company to the dissolution suit brought against it by the
law
government under the anti-truwas filed in the United States court
It is in substance a denial
today.
that the Quaker Oats company or any
of the 11 other defendaHts named in
the suit ever conspired to monopolize
or restrain trade.
The government suit particularly
was directed against the absorption
of the Great Western company by the
Quaker Oats company. The answer
filed by the Great Western makes denial that the company conspired with
the Quaker Oats company to restrain
trade in oatmeal or its

THE SOLONS WILL BE ALLOWED
TO REST DURING THE DIN- -

j

NER PERIOD
6. Democratic
Washington, Dec.
senate leaders, with the aid of 10 republicans, succeeded today in forcing
a program of
sessions
for the currency bill.
Two hours' recess, from 6 to 3
"o'clock in the evening, will be th4
only break in the daily work from Id
o'clock in the morning until 11 o'clock
at night.
Senators Borah, Brady, Brandegee,
Cummins, Gronna, Kenyon, LaFol
lette, Norris, Perkins and some oth
ers, all republicans, Joined the democrats voting for the long daily ses-

sion.
".
j
A question was raised aa to weth-

er under the agreement to vote

on,

the calendar day of, December 6, tha
senate could Bit after 11 o'clock tonight, the hour set for adjournment
hy the democratic agreement adopted
early in the day.
Vice President Marshall ruled that
tha senate could remain In session
and vote up to midnight.
Senator Walsh of Montana replk
to t'r. leual oTvieIciiss It rta 1'
advanced by Senator "Koran., fid s:.
that while it was admitted that t!.
United States had no power to
scrlbe conditions under which water
under the jurisdiction of the state of
California should bo disposed of, noi
attempt to legislate on that point was1
included in the bill. He said the provisions which would force San Fran
cisco to supply water to irrigationist3
after her own needs had been supplied were simply conditions imposed
by the United States in disposing o
the land which the nation held as a
proprietor, which must be fulfilled byj
the party to whom the land was granted.
No

attempt would be made, and nd
attempt was being made, he maintained, to contravene the laws of California governing water rights.
Protests against the
Francisco
Hetch Hetchy water supply bill from
Charles W. Elliot, president emeritua
of Harvard; Frederick Law Olmsted
of the National Fine arts commission,
and from individuals and associates la
many states, again marked the reopening of the fight today in the senate.
The senate has agreed to vote on
the "legislative day" of December G,
ULSTER1TE5 EXCITED BY which, however, might be extended IS
debate does not close tonight. Mr
Olmsted wrote he did not. believe Saa
Francisco needs required that particular source of water supply.
Effort to get possession of the pubBECAUSE
ANGRY
THEY ARE
lic
valley with its water power posARE
DEADLY WEAPONS
sibilities, he characterized as "a raid
TAKEN FROM THEM
on national property for local pecu6.
Dec.
The
great- niary advantages."
Belfast, Ireland,
est excitement has been created
BACK TO THE WOODS
among the Ulster unionists by the
imZabern,
Germany, Dec. 6. Headed
the
royal proclamation prohibiting
portation of arms and ammunition by its energetic commander, Colonel
infantry
into Ireland. During the night rifles, Von Reuter, the Ninety-nintbayonets and munitions were moved regiment, whose officers have caused
from Belfast to country towns for so much strife between the military
fear the government authorities might and civil authorities in Alsace, left
put the Irish crimes act into force, Zabern today. Half of the mm go
and seize the war stores already col- to Hagenau, 16 miles northeast of
Strassburg, in the forest, and the oth
lected.
The customs authorities made their er half to Bitsch, a small fortitie 1
first seizure under the terms of the town at the foot of the Vesges mountains in the north of Alraco.
proclamation today.
of Al cel
The
viceroy
Count Charles Von Wpqi I, r u- - 1
STEAMER IS BEACHED
New York, Dec. 6 The steamship today from his conference w i t
Seminole of the Clyde line has been emperor and the AlsRtim
beached at Puerto Plata, San Domin ly Interpret the fact t! ,t I e 1 i i
a t
go, to keep her from sinking after she retired from office, nn ir
r t
Fpranit a leak, according to advices ha received from the i
from Haiti. The Seminole's cargo is essary guarantees that ? a l
'
1 '
being removed. It is understood that will not Interfere with f
.
the crew and passengers are safe.

sn
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1
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CATARRH
LEAVES HAD FIVE YEAKb.

FOR GALVESTOr

PICTURE PRODUC
ER SAYS HE WILL RETURN
HERE IN MAY

THE MOTION

HIT

troubled five
years with f;
catarrh. The
catarrh was I
so severe In;
his
cast1!
that his lift
s e e m e di
he

HISTORIC

ROBE BLANKETS AND BATH

ROBES

.

CASTLE

CLASSIC OF THE BICYCLE WORLD
WILL BE HOTLY CONTESTED
THIS YEAR

threatened.
As

A

BEGIN SUNDAY

Mr. JohnC
son
St,
IllElmo,

inois, was

FOR-VINT- ER

RACE TO ROYAL COUPLE IN

SIX-DA- Y

We are showing a beautiful line of attractive Robe Blankets in an
excellent variety of patterns and colors. These blankets are full size and
weight and each has a neck and girdle cord to match. Priced at

HAS BEEN HELD
CHATSWORTH
BY THE DEVONSHIRE FAMILY FOR YEARS

53.00 to S4.50

ex-

Mary are to
racing King George and Queen
are to
Mary
and
Queen
George
Glng
fans are about to have their annual
of
week
as,
"one
guests
had
race spend the coming
treat, the international
foot In the
of
We
of Devonshire,
duchess
and
duke
the
over the steep hanked saucer track in
grave."
all
estates
in
Of course
Madison Square Garden. Promptly at is one of the finest
has been a 'frequent
he tried to
12 o'clock tomorrow night a pistol England) and
get relief.rs
for all royalty. This
place
visiting
on
their
shot will start the riders
Many
the
be
will
first; visit of the present
weeMong grind.' While this year's
to Chatsworth since
conand
were
queen
king
for women, misses and children. These come in Flanelette and Eiderfield is made of many of the familiar
sulted and a MR. S. S. JOHNSON
races their accession, although as Prince
nlH tiornpa nf nther
well made,
and all desirable colors
down in
St. Elmo, IllinoU.
of Wales they frequently
tenecialist in
there will be some new riders on the and Princess
colors.
late
neatly trimmed and of
St Louis was tnea. He KOt so weak track when the contest is started stopped there as gues.ts of the
and thoroughly run down that he deduke.
the best of the latter are the
They combine service and comfort to a maximum degree. Prices
clares he could not walk more than Among
The late King Edward and Queen
Italians, Verri and Brocco. This pair
a hundred yards without resting.
numerous visits to
Few people understand that catarrh
is said to posses great speed and en Alexandra paid
is a constant drain on the system. durance, and they are expected to Chatsworth. Their earlier visits were
of the seventh
The discharge of mucus which is
make the others hustlo to keep up during the lifetime
going on in such cases is largely comwho died in 1SU1
of
Duke
Devonshire,
from
team
new
posed of blood Berum, and is a great with them. Another
they were the guests fl
waste. Sooner or later it will weaken abroad is composed of two French in later vears
DO YOUR
eisrhth duke, who hetore a
nf
thfiffi
the
the strongest man.
Breton.
and
perchlcot
riders,
to the title bscame faAccording to reports received rrom
The Australian riders will be repre- his succession
SHOPPING
Mr. Johnson, he was in a desperate
SIPPING
life at Lord Hading
Dublio
mous
in
ever
condition, but he found relief from sented in greater numbers than
friend
a
was
particular
his trouble. We will let him say how before. ' Among them will be Jackie ton. The duke
EARLY
cAKLl
of King Edward. He died in 1908
he found it. His own words say:
$ovth5ictaPia3a
Clarke, Alfred Grenda, Paddy Hehir,
the
My friends told me to take Pe
present
succeeded
and was
by
runa, and I did so. I now feel that Frank Corry and Reggy McNamara. duke. The latter was Victor Charles
Peruna has saved my life. It is the The well known American riders, will
best medicine on earth, and I would include Joe Fogler, Jimmy Moran, William Cavendish, son of Frederick
who was murdered
Golden God."
not be without it."
Freddie Hill and Charles Cavendish,
This seems almost too good to he Bobby Walthour,
in 1882.
His wife, II with a pension of $200 a year for
er organizations have signified their
He Is an enthusiast for the scenic
Phoenix
in
park
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
absen
Eddie Root. The most notable
true.' No doubt there are some read
ThAsn coughs are wearinsr and if willingness to aid in the movement.
advised
has
Devonshire,
He
of
Duchess
this
of
city.
qualities
his spirited conduct, and his descend
ers that will think so. The above tees from the race will be Walter the present
can run one down
was Lady Evelyn Fitzmaurice, elder ant, Sir William, who had the judge- they "hang on,"
his firm of the unmatchable scenery statements, however, can be verified
and lower the vital resis- President Wilson, former Presidents
Rutt, the big German who was on the
physiccally
Mr.
Johnson.
Lansdowne.
Lord
for
for
and possibilities
moving picture by writing
ment to; desert Cardinal Wolsey
tance to disease. Mr. Boh Ferguson, Taft and Roosevelt, Cardinal Gibbons
team last year, and Frank daughter of
Albert
Every home should he provided witn winning
Prince
and
Victoria
of
319
nick
work In the summer months and
Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes: and numerous other men eminent in
time,
the
VIII
Queen
in
very
Henry
the last edition of "The Ills of Life," Kramer, one of the veterans of the
entertained by the obtained from the latter an enormous "I was greatly troubled with a oaa public life and in the church and edu
were
when interviewed by The Optic this sent free by the Peruna Co., Colum
splendidly
game.
of Devonshire at Chats-wodt- slice of abbey funds and lands at the cough that kept me awake nlghta. cational activities of the nation have
morning stated that he would return bus, Ohio.
The popular favorites of the race sixth Duke
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
the
first,
in 1844, when the royal party dissolution pf the monasteries. Sub- and Tar Compound completely curea given their indorsement to the moveto Las Vegas about May
will undoubtedly be Australian team
was conveyed in coaches and six from sequent wealthy marriages have made me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug ment, while the federal government
bringing with him a modernly equip
Mr. Fielr'ins has had a busy day made up of Jackie Clarke and Paddy
which at that time was the Cavendishes what they are.
Store. Adv.
has taken cognizance of the aims of
ped glass studio and at least one other oiiitiwfi '
of
to his hundreds
Hehir. Joe Fogler and Alt Goullett Chesterfield,
1
A ball was given
nearest
station.
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producing company.
society by inal!
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and
has
choice
among
are
Leb Vegas friends
second
TO OBSERVE TUBERCULOSIS DAY
fountains were
and
and
the
tuberculosis
that
Before he received advice from his of his true intention of returning in with the Grenda-MoraRoot-Mc- gardens
structing
day shall
and
New York, Dec. 6. The National be observed In all of the mission
BEST LAXATIVE FOR
company, it was Mr. Fielding's inten- the spring with the new studio and Namara teams close behind in the superbly illuminated1.
Association for the Study and Pre- churches and schools on the various
The Chatsworth gardens, which are
tion to produce a series of snow and aadil'.iniil producing company.
He betting.
include
vention of Tuberculosis, which has its Indian reservations.
formal
beautiful
in
out
the
style,
laid
winter pictures, utilizing the
B0WELS-"CA8CARETlemostrated his true interest in tha
mown lawns. There is
acres
80
of
headquarters in this city, is In remountain settings in white, hut as the
on his return tho
A HEAVY BURDEN
that
by
iioping
city
to
that
advices
of
on
the
indicating
slope
ceint
a remarkable arboretum
directors' efforts were planned xor,
woul bo wedded therefore
morrow's observance of National Tuof the hill, but the water works, which
Wheezing In the lungs indicates that
other channels and as snow Pictures
for
of
Miserable
Life
Makes
a
A
Back
Bad
for
WHEN
HEADACHY,
spirit
CONSTIPATED,
greater
making
the
and
berculosis day will be far more gen phlegm is obstructing the air passages.
were copied from Versailles,
can he obtained more advantageously ation and an undivided spirit of en
SYRUP
HOREHOUND
BREATH
BAD,
BILIOUS,
Many East Las Vegas People
eral throughout the country than any BALLARD'S
famous conservatory, are the glories
at the eastern studios, the move to terprise and upbuilding, and prove an
loosens the phlegm so that it can bo
SOUR
STOMACH
One
of
the
day.
picDrevious observance
of the place. The park is large,
Galveston was advised.
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c,
incentive to a bigger and better city,
A bad back is a heavy burden.
hundred thousand churches, schools, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
and well wooded, and is inturesque
Thanks Las Vegans
The
to
bedtime
Optic,
box.
Get a
"I am subscriuing
A burden at night when
labor unions, fraternal orders and oth Central Drug Co. Adv.
terested by the Derwent.
"I wish to thank all the represen- which I consider one of the greatest comes,
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
treas
art
with
filled
Is
house
The
tative citizens who have been of such factors in the upbuilding of Las VeJust as bothersome in the morning. ures, and the state apartments display and stomach clean, pure and fresh
'
My Mamma Says
Ever try Doan's Kidney Pills for it? soma of the finest wood carving in with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
great assistance to me in my efforts gas and the southwest and wish to
edir
the
with
a
at production during my sojourn in extend my sincere thanks to
few
passageway
every
days
Know they are for kidney bac- IJnirlon
TtlorA id OT1 immCIlS9 and
or
Oil
Castor
Las Vegas," said Mr, Fielding 'and tors and the paper for their generous kacheand for other kidney ills?
Cathartic
Pills,
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and
of
pictures,
very fine
durthank, them earnestly for their co- support and hearty
If you don't, some East Las Vegas the sculpture gallery contains several Purgative Waters?
ex"I
shall
I
courtesies
Las
Let
in
Vegas,
and
the many
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
operation
ing my stay
people do.
of the best statues by Canova and
tended myself and members of my eagerly look forward to reading of the
and
cleanse
reg
Cascarets
thoroughly
a
case
of
it:
Read
Thorwaldsen. The library comprises1
Moreno one of the most valuable collections ulate the stomach, remove the soui
organization. Personally and public- events in this city, which I now call
J. Monroe, prop,
ly I want to thank the man who by home, entertainingly written in The St., East Las Vegas,
N. M., says: of rare books and ancient illuminated and fermenting food and foul gasa
his sincere friendship and true loyal- Optic."
first-clas- s
take the excess bile from the liver
did
Pills
"Doan'a
Kidney
manuscrips in Europe, including the
ty to this city and by his untiring efwork in my case. I was bad off with "Liber Veritatis," for which the sixth and carry out of the system all tho
Cured of Liver Complaint
forts to personally assist, prevented
constipated waste matter and poisons
il"
and kidneys. It hurt me to duke refused an offer of $60,000.
II rat" CI
"I was suffering with liver com- my back
me from taking my company to Fl
bowels.
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I
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where
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bend
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any
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I
plaint," says Iva Smith
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A Cascaret tonight will make you
Blank, Texas, "and decided to try a use my back;. A sharp pain seized and illustrious race. The first of
God."
Golden
Through
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me
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A
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individual
have been the identical
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a
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never
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Foley's
Biliousness,
tual work in the production. To that
Honey and Tar
Headache,
kid- hard work, but my back has stood the don, who also had a hand in the epiand it is
Sour
man who has been of invaluable as stiffness in Joints, weak, inactive are
Coated
Compound
Tongue,
Indigestion,
test, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills." sode which terminated the career of Stomach or
action and rheumatic pains,
safe effecsame
Cas
Bowels.
sistance in all of my undertakings in' ney
Constipated
Mrs.
all evidence of kidney trouble.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 the radical who fancied that a de- carets
medand
curative
tive
household.
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this city, the man who has neglected Mar a npn
Taun
every
F,. walnut St.
belong
Co., Buffalo, mand for reform would be answered
cents. Foster-Milburicine
their
that
Adv.
parents
them.
to
his business unselfishly in my behalf ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
take
Jove
Children
just
was be- New York, sole agents for the United in any other way than by a knock
foundit. Forallcoughs,
that the citizens of Las Vegas might 87th birthday, and thought Ibut
FOR
on the head or a stab in the abdomen
Foley States.
of
reach
medicine,
the
yond'
In fhn strnnaoli nnmpa from food
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profit financially, to him are my
oeuetimes.
old
nave
Anyhow,
'Doan's
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in
the
Pins
merry
Remember the
proved
Kidney
ivhlfh Tiaa formontftfF fief rid of this
cough,
thanks due. I refer to Ludwlg ficial
in my case. O. G. Schaefer, and take no other. Adv.
Cavendish was rewarded hy Richard badly digested food as quickly as pos- - hoarsenes and tickling
Jlfed."
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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in throat, use it. It
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Romaine Fielding and his producing
Vephotoplay company is leaving Las
Texas,
Galveston,
for
tomorrow
gas
whore the popular and talented
will establisn
studios for the winter months. Mr.
Fielding's move was not contemplated
until a few days ago when It was
found that the climatic conditions, delightful as they are here in winter,
were unsuited to motion, picture production work, as the winter climate at
this altitude produces' static, or
streaks in the film, and as Mr. Fielding's plans and scenarios as now laid
out are impossible for production here
and Mr. Fielding received advices
from his firm to move to Galveston
for the coming three or four months.
Mr. Fielding has produced many of
his most successful plays In Las Vegas, among them "When Mountain
and Valley Meet," "The Penance of
Blind power," "The Harmless One,"
"Hiawanda's Cross," and the masterpiece of' American photodramas "The
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL 'STOCK
THE GREAT ARENA SCENE

That the elementary feelings and
passions of human nature were the
same IS centuries ago as they are
today is most forcibly illustrated in
exquisite,
George KMne's
proto-dram-

"The last

a

Days of PompeU," announc-

ed for three Bights at the Browne
theater beginning December 11.
The principal characters of thd

FORM "LAST

story are Nydia, the blind flower girl
who passionately loves the handsome
and wealthy Greek youth, Claucus,
who pities the blind gin tut is himself in love with lone, the beautiful
Another virile
Athenian maiden
factor is the proud Egyptian priest,
Arbaces, whose passion for lone leads
him to terrible
extremes, even to

DAYS OF POMPEI

murdering her "brother, Apecldes.
Then there are the idle pleasure seekers, Clodius, and Sallust, friends of
Glaucus, and the repulsive sorceress
of Vesuvius, who herself had her love
tale; Burbo and Stratonica, keepers
of the tavern, the gladiators and hosts
of others, all woven into a tale of
masterly quality and absorbent inter

est; all actuated by the passions of
love, hate, avarice and ambition; each
with their netty jealousies and parallel joys and pleasures. It was1 the
same world then as it is today, the
only difference being that the development of Christianity has taught the
world of today a better control perhaps, through knowledge j,d perhaps
through fear.

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
President

WM. G. HAYDON- II. W, KELLY

--

Vice President

Treasurer

D. T. HOSKINS

Interest PaJd On Deposits
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OF MUCH SLEEP THIS WEEK
SOMETHING

AFTERNOON

EVERY

DOING

A Duty that Every Man Owes to Thoe
who Perpetuate the Race.

AND NIGHT

"Oh my!" we sigh, and sigh again Elks' Memorial.
and wonder if we will ever get one Service Tomorrow
It is expected that the Elks' Memo
real actual good night's sleep.. Sorial
Sunday services at the Elks' club
ciety certainly has beenf a regular
tomorrow afternoon will be well atgood fellow during this week and has
afforded much to keep her good wor- tended. The public is invited. Rev.
It is
as Important that men should
Jacob Landau, spiritual director of know of just
progressive methods In advance of
shippers up late at night.
motherhood.
The sufferlnpr, pain and disThe theater was the main factor in Temple Montefiore, will give the me tress Incident to
can be easily
Mrs." Charles Kohn avoided by having at hand a bottle
morial
address.
of
there
being
the battle against sleep,
Mother's Friend.
two shows at the opera house and of Albuquerque will have charge of
This is a wonderful, penetrating, exterthe music. The program, which will nal application that relieves all tension
special reels of the movies as well
upon the muscles and! enables them to
as events intervening which forced begin promptly at 2:30 o'clock, Is as without the painful strain upon theexpand
ligafollows:
ments.
Thus there Is avoided all those nerto
take
the
much-sougf or sleep
h
the
vous
;
the
mornto
nausea
or
spells
The
committee
in
tendency
charge of the
count. One show was good, but one
sickness Is counteracted, and a bright,
Memorial Day program, which will be ing
sunny, happy disposition Is preserved that
well The Optic's dramatic critic rereflects wonderfully upnn tbe character and
fuses to consider. "The Rose Maid" participated in by Las Vegas lodg No. temperament
of the little one soon to open
after-nonext
O.
B.
P.
408,
Elks,
Sunday
its eyes in bewilderment at the Joy of his
certainly was one classy entertainYou
arrival.
can obtain a bortls of
has completed all arrangements
ment, and thoroughly offset the
"Mother's Friend" at any drug store at
are
ceremoand
indications
that
the
$1.00, and it will be the best dollar's worth;
grouch left by the first show.
at- you ever obtained.
It preserves the moth,
Las Vegans started for the theater nies will be interesting and well
er's
enables her to make a quick
tended. The bervices are in honor of and health,
one
inv
the
with
and thus with recomplete
recovery,
Thursday evening
the memory of the departed members newed strength Bhe will eagerly devote
pression that considering that the at- of
herself to the care and attention which
the lodge. Similar services are mean
so much to the welfare of the child.
affair
traction was a
Write to the Bradfteld Regulator Co., 129
Klks
in
held
Unithe
lodge
every
by
H should at least be partly interest;.
Hldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their valuted' States on the first Sunday in De- Lamar
able and Instructive book of guidance for
They rxpeeied to witness only an avmothers.
each
cember
of
Get a bottle of Mothexpectant
year.
erage show, but took a chance. The
er's Friend
Jacob
will
Rev.
be
Landau
Dr.
II.
one
Not
permoney was well spent.
son who Jeft the theater at the close the principal speaker, while Mrs.
will' have charge of the J. B. Mackel, Otto E. Feil, Charles
of the show could do otherwise than Charles Kohn
musical portion of the program.. The F. Rudulph, Fred M. Elston, William
commend the performance.
of tha lodge will recite the Martin, J. E. Kekar, Robert F. Vance,
The chorus work, individual acting officers
and music were everything that could rjtual for the occasion. The program Charles Daniels, B. F Forsythe, Mi
as follows:
guel Baca, Jr., Fred
Westerman,
te wished for in "The Rose Maid" isBerceuse
Violin and Charles C. Onion, N. B. Rhodes, J.
from
Jocelyn,
was
The
excellent.
while the dancing
Piano Mrs. Charles O'Malley and M. Hoover,' J. D. Burke, J. H. Bar- ehort but pretty dance entitled the
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn.
nette, George W. Post.
was
produced by
turkey trot, that
4 4 4
members of the troupe in the second Funeral March (Elks entering) . .Hall
Violin
Piano
&va
Christmas
Shopping
act, pleased the audience, which en
,
cored heartily after each dance. A Anthem, "Tantum Ert.o" Sextette from Is Beginning Early.
"do
"The
Christmas
...
shopping
your
l.u'ia
remark was passed in the audience
as to the exact likeness of one of the Miss Minnie Kohn, Mrs. Roy Pren- early" advice has had its effect and
tice, Mr, Leon Guy, Mr. Geo. Smith. the business houses have enjoyed a
members of the troupe to a local
.. .Exalted Ruler good trade during this week. The
Salutation
was
The
remark,
gentleman dancer.
Hon. William J. Mills
advisability of doing shopping early
well placed for it was a perfect tm
cannot be doubted and the thrifty
Members.
Deceased
Roll
of
Calling
dancpersonation of the T.as Vegan's
housewife will find! herself In far
followed
The
Strokes
Eleven
by
ing.
better
of
condition, both physically and
"Rock
Ages."
singing
.One particular feature of this show
mentally, if she follows this rule.
Entire Lodge and Audience.
was the quality of the music. As a
"God Shall Wipe Away
Beginning Monday, in The Optic
general rule the music heard at the Soprano Solo,
Roma will appear a full page of advertise
All Tears"
..Caro
the
is
musical
comedy
average light
the Elks' Me- ments in regard to Christmas and
popular "raggy" style, but an excep (Written especially for
the presents that might be selected
morial
Services.)
Rose
"The
tion to this came with
for this season. The readers of this
Kohn
T.
Miss
Minne
Maid." The selections produced were,
paper will find there many valuable
Officers.
by
Response
nature.
many of them, classical in
suggestions and can rely upon the
Ruler.
rises
Lodge
It was a good show and those Las Charge by Exalted
houses who are included in
business
Grief.
to
of
Sign
give
Vegans who went down in their pockon the special
the
advertisements!
"..
ets for the necessary two dollars look Opening! Ode ,
as
on
as
other page
well
page,
any
Audience
and
Entire
Lodge
hack with pleasant remembrances of
of the paper.
"Auld Lang Syne"
Air
giv-fjshow
and
the pretty
interesting
"A number of "don'ts" have been
"Great Ruler of the Universe,
by "The Rose Maid" company.
issued by the police department of
.
and
enbenign
not
did
The two shows, however,
Look down upon and bless our work New York city which might apply
tirely monopolize the valuable time of
to Las Vegas shoppers, and conseAnd be all glory Thine!
were
Las Vegas society, for there
quently they are given here for their
honored
our
the
for
prayers
many other events of note. After- Oh', hear
benefit:
dead
noon parties were unusually popular,
"Don't receive and pay for C. O. D.
our
minds,
while one special affair given by a While bearing in
until you have examined the
packages
on
each
memories
The
apart,
graven
leading society woman was delightful
contents.
For 'Auld Lang Syne'."
and largely attended. The bridge
"Don't display money.
clubs and other similar organizations Invocation ......Rev. E. C. Anderson
"Don't leave your handbag in the
Heaven's
of
"The
Baritone
Solo,
Light
held their meetings.
baby
carriage under the pillow.
Own Way"
Brig.is
Life has not. been dull either for
"Beware of persons who call after
Mr.
Smith
George
The
schools.
the1 students of the local
a
Dr. Jacob H. Landau the delivery of package representing
lost work of the week's vacation came Address
the package has been delivered
that
Ended'
is
"Now
the
Day
hack strong and forced the students Anthem,
Bartlett by mistake.
to work hard to catch up. Society
"Don't purchase Jewelry on the
Violin
and
Alto
with
Solo
Quartette
has been a thing of the past with the
street.
Obligato
majority of the students who are old
"Don't carry your purse In wourhlp
Exalted Ruler
Ritual
of
within
Closing
but
to
invited
- r
out,
be
enough
.;.
pocket.
the next few weeks things probably Doxology, .Entire Lodge and Audience "Don't be hoodwinked by any perfwill look brighter. Not till after the Benediction .....Rev. E. C Anderson son who claims
you have dropped
Wieniawski
holidays have vanished from view will "Legende"
and
shows, you a pocket
your
handbag
Violin, and Pia'no
the quiet, and sensible life again be
Be sure that
book
money.
containing
Audience will please remain seated
the lot of Las Vegans.
have
book, for this
you
your
pocket
until the Elks have retired.
is a swindling game.
Musical Director and Pianist
Mrs. McWenie is
"Don't leave the room of your
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn
Hostess at Euchre Party
in which a messenger de
apartment
the
whom
The absent brothers for
On Monday afternoon a delightful
to show ts contents
a
livers
package
are as fol
party occurred at the home of Mrs. services are to be held
to another member of the family and
Clarence lows:
. J. McWenie when Mrs.
the delivery messenger to
D. T. Lowry, C. C. Shirk, Martin permit
Browne of Washington was Mrs. Mc
await your return.
Wenie's guest of honor. Following a Moore, E. M. Carter, Harry Whigham,
"Don't enter into coin matching
G. M.
delightful game of euchre, In which J. L. Laub, J. W. Eshenour,
on the street." '
games
nearly 25 ladies participated, refresh Roberts, F. H. Dooly, J. P. Koeble,
ments were served,' concluding the af- W. E. Hill, S. H. Sperry, William Bell, How Would You
Frank Quinly, J. H. Thompson, E. E.
.
ternoon.
Like to Dance These?
4
Burns, H. H. Holt, W. E. Murney, Below is a dance
program that was
The Bright Idea Bridge club did not A. R. Quinly, H. A. Wolf, C. R. used in one of the choicest cliques of
meet this week on account of numer- James, B. J. Black, A. B. Stanton, New York' society at an affair given
ous conflicting affairs, but probably Jesse Pate, R. G. Taul, E. S. Weeks, recently in one of the prominent hoD. L. Chambers, William R. Brown,
will meet next week.
tels. The variations and features of
the program are interesting to read
and probably more interesting to
dance.
Read 'em:
Order of Dancing
1. Bunny Hug
2.
Buffalo Bump
:. .
The light of the Rayo Lamp is best for your eyes
3. Grizzly Bear
its
and appearance makes it an ornament in a room.
,
4. Delevan Dip
Lighted without removing chimney or shade.
5.
Turkey Trot
6. Old Fashioned Quadrille
Easy to clean and rewick.
7. Lobster Crawl
,
At all dealers.
8. Boston Glide
THE CONTINENTALIn OIL COMPANY
9. New York Splash
Colorado)
(Incorporated
10. New York Splash
Denver
Pueblo
Albutiueriiue
Salt Lake City
Butte
Chey
Bolae
10. Sofa Snooze
11. Paul Jones
12. Tango
Intermission
?
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COLONEL MOSDY'S E! RTHDAV
Fielding's Company
Bowring Game
Leaves Las Vegas
Cause of Poetry,
Washington, Dec. 6. Colonel John,
The readers pf this column doubt- There is mourning in the "bankers1 " Singleton Mosby,
the
less will notice that the usual Luhin
camps,
chief of the guerilla raiders in civil
photoplay star article does not head The "Peons" made them look like war time, celebrated his etghtiet!
the society news this week. Enquirtramps,
birthday anniversary today. Of lat'j
ers may be enlightened by the stateBy getting right.
years Colonel Mbsby has' made his
ment that the Lubin company yester- From the wallop that they gave them home the most of the time with hif
day made preparations to leave the Nothing on this earth could save 'em, daughter in this city. Several yeara
Friday night.
city, and on account of being extremeago he underwent an operation and
ly busy The Optic society reporter
since that time his health has not
was unable to get an interview with Now the "Bankers" in their sorrow
been of the best, though he is still
any of the actors. The Lubin com- -' Say that on some near tomorrow
remarkably vigorous for a man of hia
pany will leave tonight for Galveston,
They'll come back.
years and continues to take a keen ,
Texas, where it will remain for the But the "Peons" by their rolling
interest in the affairs of the day.
winter.
Showed the "Bankers' tricks In bowlBorn at Edgmont, Va., December
ing.
Inregard to his leaving Las Vegas,
Colonel Mosby was practic6, 1833,
Mr. Fielding, manager, star actor and
Which they lack.
ing law at Bristol when the civil wfr
playwright for this company, stated
He enlisted immediately in
began.
that it is by the request of the owners The. "Peons" thought the "Bankers" the confederate army, and with the
of the Lubin company that he leaves
easy
exception of a short time when he
this city and not of his own volition. And in a manner free and breezy
ras disabled by a wound, he servel
Won the game.
"I thoroughly like Las Vegas, its
continuously until Lee's surrender.
people and its climate, and I certain- On the streets the "Bankers" meeting The part he played in the big strugly have enjoyed by work while in this Met each other with the greeting,
gle made the union commanders hJ
Who's to blame?
vicinity," said the noted actor. "I ap
harassed wish that he had never turnpreciate the support that has been ten
ed his attention to the art of war.
dered me on different occasions and
Why go into the harowing details His raid on the rear of McClellan'a-armIntend to locate here again soon. The any further when th!a is the cause
on the Chickahominy was as
uncertainty of the winter climate of it all:
bold a bit of enterprise as may bo
tends to keep me from doing what
read in the history of warfare.
might be accomplished In my line of Now their short and sturdy leader
Mosby's famous "rangers" were as
With the balls is sure some "speeder,"
work. I shall return in May."
picturesque and brave and cavalier
This Is true.
During his stay in Las Vegas he
a lot of fighters as ever went to war.
many many friends and the city ex But the ladies hushed their chatter
No body of confederate soldiers were
tends to Mr. Fielding a most cordial And the "coon'he dropped a platter feared as were Mosby's men, and tha
When he blew.
invitation to return next summer, and
Joe Bush.
colonel was their genius. After Ap
o
Mrs. Browne Gives
it is more than possible that the
pomattox Colonel Mosby disbanded
of the Photoplay may come back Mrs.
Delightful Line Party
his troop and gave himself up, an
Gives
Raynolds
Yesterday evening at the Photoplay here to continue, his work in the lo an Afternoon
upon the recommendation of General
Party
theater and the Potter refreshment cality that he. considers among the
on parole.
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Hallett Grant was released
entire west.
parlors occurred one of the delightful most beautiful In the
was
a
at
hostess
Raynolds
delightful
affairs of the week when Mrs. H. P.
Women: Number Surprising
party given In honor of Mrs. Clarence Young
a number of Round Dozen Meets
Browne entertained
The number of young women who
of Washington, who is visit suffer with weak back,
Browne
dizzy and neryoung ladies ,ip honor of Mrs. Ruth With Mrs. Iden
in Laa Vegas as the guest of Mrs. vous spells, dull headache and weariParkin of Pittsburgh, nieve of Mrs.
The Round Dozen club met Thurs- ing
Charles Trumbull. This affair "was ness is surprising. Kidney and bladW. J. Lucas, who is visiting in Las day afternoon with Mrs. Clarence Iden
It
one of the largest attended and most der ills cause these troubles, but
Vegas. A line party at the theater at its weekly meeting. A delightful
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as dievents
of
week.
the
Thir rected relief follows promptly, and
enjoyable
comprised the first part of the even- social afternoon was spent and closed teen
tables were arranged and almost the ills disappear. Contain no habit
Presentertain
ofl
and
refreshments.
the
proved,
ing's program
by
serving
of bridge was enjoy- forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Re4
A. Fleming, interesting game
ing. Immediately following the line ent were Mrs. George
ed. The afternoon was closed with re- Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Mrs. C. W.
party the young ladies were escorted Mrs. E. L. Hammond,
freshments. ' Mrs. Hallett Raynolds
to the Potter establishment where a Wensel, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. W. J.
How to Bankrupt the Doctors
this party prior to leaving for
gave
a' nrnminent New York Dhysician
special table had been prepared, dec Lucas, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. J. H. California where she
expects to re says, "If It were not for the thin stockorated in pink and white. Here re York, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer and Mrs.
main for several weeks. The guest ing and thin soled shoes worn by
served.
Mrs.
freshments were
Steph Clarence Iden.
women the doctors, would: probably be
list included nearly 100 ladies.
en Powers and Mrs. W. J. Lucas act
bankrupt. ' Wnen you contract a com
do not wait for it to develop Into
ed as chaperons. Those present were Sorosis Meets
but treat it at once. Cham
pneumonia
Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. Stephen Pow With Mrs. Fugate
We Don't Expect
berlain's
Remedy is mtenaeu
Cough
Sorosis met Monday at the resi- To See it Done Here
ers, Miss Ruth Parkin, Miss Mary
especially for coughs and colds, and
Miss dence of Mrs. W. J. Fugate, with 11
Its
Powers, Miss Rose Powers,
Paris, Dec. 6. The decolette calf n n. won is. wide retmtation bymost
of these diseases. It Is
Phebe Hart, Miss Madeline Mills, members in attendance. Miss Myrtle has just been Introduced by sev- cures
effAr-tua- i
and is Dleasant and sate to
Ruth Botts was added to the membership. eral
Miss
Miss Marie ,Mann,
women.
They take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
an have appeared at the theaters this
Mrs. William Howe presented
Winters, Miss Frances Myers, Miss
Mossie York, Miss Jeanette Ward, important report which was discussed week wearing gowns daringly slashed
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
Miss Chella Van Petten, Misa Caroline at length.
which reveal that the accustomed silk Optic office.
Mrs. A. D. Higgins read the Hymn stockings are lacking.
Greenberger, Miss Loraine Lowry,
Miss Marie Clement, Miss Lucy Clem of Rebecca from Scott's Ivanhoe and
Even at thip season this might be
PILLG
as return to the fashion ct CHICHESTER
ent, Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Hazel described the setting of the poem.
accepted
- Miss
De
i
was
tor a
and
Miss
Gerard,Edna
lttrucKint
read
Balaam
of
The story
I'ttdlpa Alt your
Gerard,
Eve before the fall. But some of
IHumoTid Hmndf
I'HU in Kttl and io!d jtielallicW
Saix Evans, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss the club, led by Mrs. Norman Skin- these ladies have hadNlainty Arabboxes, seated with E'.ua Ribbon. V
Take no other- ISuy of jnttr
Ola Laird and Miss Majorie Shaw.
ner, discussed the narrative and the esques painted on their nether limbs
,
inAtf.&xn Ritwn iulia tot
character of Balaam. Quotations by and one wore a string of diamonds
Castaneda Party
the club closed the program.
,
caught below her knee.
mueh-feare.-

1
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i

,
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Firemen's Dance to
be Great Affair
The plans for the big annual New
Year's masquerade ball to be given
by the East Las Vegas fire department are rapidly being brought to
The committees that
completion.
have made favorhave
able reports to the chief and Indications are that the dance this year
will be the most successful in the history of the company.
Although the general arrangements
committee has not made a complete
canvass of the city in regard to obtaining prizes, It is intimated that the
number to be given this year will exceed those of any previous year. The
business men who have contributed
for this event in each year past again
will assist the company, and many!
who have never contributed before
will offer prizes.
The costumes for this affair .will
be received in Las Vegas within the
next three weeks and announcement
as to where they may be obtained will
The
be made in the near future.
masques worn this year will be an
improvement over last year's costumes, as the most reliable and
company in Denver has been secured to furnish the costumes.
It will be "some" dance In every
respect, and as in the past, will be
'
largely attended.
(
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club met this
week with Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward
at a delightful session.' Refreshments
closed the afternoon. Present were
Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. W. E. Kaser,

Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs. Erie Hoke,
Miss Mildred Browne, Mrs. C. Browne,
Mrs. Charles Trumbull and Mrs. Her
man Ilfuld.
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To be Wel( Attended
Invitations for the banquet and
dance to be given at the Castaneda
hotel on New Year's eve have been is
sued and already a large number of
acceptance have been received. The

committee in charge of this affair requested that acknowledgements should
be sent in before December 15, and
it . urges again that everybody he
prompt.
No doubt this affair, as in the past,
will be a big society event of the holiday season, and, judging from the
number of invitations issued, the party will be largely' attended.

Why Not Give
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Friday Bridge Club

Holds a Meeting
The Friday Bridge club met this
week with Mrs. Clarence Iden at a
with the
delightful session closed
serving of refreshments. Present at
this affair were: Mrs. B. T. Mills,
Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mrs. J1. A. Tal-leMrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. H. S.
Van Petten, Mrs. W, J. Lucas and
'
Mrs. H. W. Kelly.

STOHAGH TROUBLES

E&glaad Writes

Letter

on

This Subject.
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sure to delight the recipient and the impression that
far In excess of the moderate cost.
Is

IRONS

pa

LAMPS

HEATING

CURLING IRONS

MILK WARMERS

VACUUM CLEANERS

will be
'j

PADS

CHAFING DISHES

TOASTERS

it creates

PERCOLATORS

DESK LAMPS

ELECTRIC
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
Ragiand, of this place, writes: "1 have
ht
been taking Thedford's
for indigestion, and other stomach troubles, also colds, and find it to be the very
best medicine I have ever used.
After taking
for a few
days, I always feel like a new man."
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, paia
In pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullness after eating, are sure symptoms ol
stomach trouble, and should be given the
proper treatment, as your strength and
health depend very largely upon your
food and its digestion.
To get quick and permanent relief
from these ailments, you should take
a medicine of Known curative merit.
Its 75 years of splendid success, in tha
treatment o! just such troubles, prove3
the real merit of Thedford's
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action,
It is sura
ind without bad
to benefit both young and old. For sala
everywhere. Price 5c.
N.Cta

I

The problem of what to give this Christmas is easily solved if you consider the wide range of useful and beautiful articles to be found among
"Things Electrical." The distinctiveness and utility of an electrical gift

LIBRARY

Interesting

U

This Christmas?

ELECTRIC

lr

I!

i

ELECTRIC
LUMINOUS

FIRELESS COOKER
RADIATORS

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

These "little electric servants" on sale at any reputable electrical supply
dealer and at our office

ht

Black-Draug-

after-effec- ts,

ht.
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The pubfie Is entitled to courteous treatment and to the best pes sib .3
service.
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THE KIND THAT LASTS
'it':,

a
Entered at the postofflce at East
Vegaa, New Mexico, for trans
mission through the United States
mails as second class matter.

lm

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
1 .t'5
Per Copy
- .15
One Week
.65
Ono Month

One year

7.50

Dally, by Mail
One year (In advance)
Pix Months (in advance)
One Year (in arrears)
Six Months (in arrears)
j

6.00
1

3.00

.

7.50
3.75

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

One Year
J81x Months

$2.00
1.00

(Cash in Advance for Mall
'
Subscriptions)
!
Remit by check, draft or money
order. IX sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
ALL PAPERS

DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

AT
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Notwithstanding

the
are

time of year, we
forced by an overstock
caused by the backward
season to turn our stock
of Clothing and Furnishings into money. There
fore we are going to

w

km

Copyright Halt Schffner &

&
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missions, shall be thrown open to- - a days. Union Pacific rose a point and
campaign of popular education, with other favorites dit if as much. New
public speakers on the platforms.
Haven became weak, reacting to a
point under yesterday's final price.
LUNA ESTATE SUED
The last sales were as follows:
s
Albuquerque, Dec. 6. Judge
; 70
Amalgamated Copper
in the district court this morn- Sugar ...
;
....105
ing heard the testimony in the case Atchison .
93
of Tifilto Chaves vs. Neill B. Field, Reading
162
executor of the estate of the late Sal- Southern Pacifio
:. 874
omon Luna. Chaves, a former em- Union Pacific
...152V4
ploye of Mr. Luna, sues for $2,000 United States Steel
56
alleged to be dug for services ren- United States Steel, pfd
105
dered.. Plaintiff Is represented! by
former Judge Mann, while Attorney
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
A. B. McMillen is looking after the
Chicago,, Dec. 6. More settled harInterests of the executor, ..The case vest weather in Argentina made tho
was continued at the conclusion of wheat market
today ease off. The
the testimony and argumets will be opening was a shade to
cent
heard at a date to be fixed by the lower with a further substantial decourt.
cline.
In the case of Mary Lester Field
Corn sagged on account of slowvs. Clarence A. Hudson, Involving the ness of speculative demand.
Prices
partition of certain, lots in the Perea started Yt cent down to
cent
addition, a decree was entered for up and then gradually went under
the plaintiff who Is to pay defendant last night's level all around.
$50 as compensation.
Oats showed weakness from the
Judge Raynolds signed an order outset.
empowering Isaac Barth, adminls
Although nrovisions showed n 1Ma
trator de bonis non, to sell certain firmness owing to the run of
hogs in
real estate, the property of the late the west being light, the market afAlice A. Phillips.
terward gave way in sympathy with
Attorney George R. Craig was ap- corn. The closing quotations were:
pointed administrator ad Item for
Wheat, Dec. 88; Mayi91.
Mary Moorman Hall, an insane perCorn, Dec. 72 ; May 71.
son, who Is defendant in a divorce
Oats, Dec. 40; May 43.
suit brought by her husband, Charles
Pork, Jan. $21.02; May $21.10.
A. Hall.
Lard, Jan. $10.77; May $11.10.
Judgment was entered this afterRibs, Jan. $11.; May $11.22.
noon in favor of the Albuquerque
Carriage company against Frank
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Ackerman for $33.83. Attorney W.
Kansas City, Dec. 6. Hogs, receipts
Moore Clayton represented the plain- 1,500.' Market
steady.' Bulk $7.35
tiff.
7.63; heavy $7.507.70; packers and
butchers $7.407.65; lights $7. 300
Subscribe for The Optic.
7.60;. pigs $5.506.75.
;
Cattle, receipts 300. Market steady.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Prime fed steers $8.259.25; dressNew York, Dec. 6. First prices of ed
beef steers $6.508.15; western
the leading stocks today showed a steers
$67.15; southern steers $5.80
narrow and irregular movement. The
He says he has been ', advised that
7.35; cows $4.257; heifers $69;
Ilarriman stocks were slightly higher stockers and
with some definite scheme in hand,
feeders $5.507.75;
vhile Amalgamated eased off. Secbulls $4.756.75; calves $6.50
Yuan shih-ka- i
himself will heartily cotransactions indicated an im- $10.50.
...
operate in a plan of enlightenment. ondary
proving
tendency. Canadian Pacific
Mr. Burgess proposes that all the
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
gained a point. Union Bag and Paper Lambs
public halls in the city, the theaters,
$7.257.90; yearlings $5.50
2
making a gain 6.75; wethers
and schools, as well as the foreign preferred advanced
$4.505.550; ewes $4
of more than 9 points in the last few
4.60.

put all our Men's and
Boy's Suits and Overcoats on sale at i off.
This is all new, fresh
merchandise made by
Hart Schaffner and Marx,

Ray-nold-

Michaels Stern and
Sophomore people.
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This is an opportunity you do not often nave this time of year
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Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
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TTTC SCHOOL PLAYGROUND

DISCOUNT

25$

On All Children's Overcoats
and Knee Pant Suits

DISCOUNT

On All Men's Shirts acrid
Underwear

iiow large is your school play
ground? Henry S. Curtis, in a bulle
tin just Issued by the United State
of education, dac'.a.-e-s thatcv- tr. miy Bcnooi bunding bliouf-- l have
at least one full bloclc of ground.
whether the block is iha usual city itSBJT.
blocs or two or three acr33, or one of
tea acres, an In Salt Lake city, Ufah.
Chinese Y. M. C. A. in Peking has at the midnight oil have brought about a
"J'iie high school needs ar. least tea
present but 30 acknowledged Chris-tion- class of students for the most part
acrci, lie asserts. As .'or the country
One reason is that the con- physically weak, among whom tuberare common.
sJjooI. it ought never to :iave less
verts made by missionaries have gen- culosis and
than three acres of play space, and
is
westerner
with the
"The
struck!
come
from
the
poorer classes,
erally
could profitably make use of ten acres,
and many of these Christians are un- emptiness of the lives of the poor
provided the grass Is kept unwed.
able to spare from their earnings the and of the rich alike, and the apparMr. Curtis shows that our schools
annual dues of $3 a year for member- ent lack of development of the play
have, In general, had very 'uJeijuate
instinct. The coolie's idea of a good
ship.
yaids During the past ten yeara,
As a result of his Investigations, Mr. time is to go home and do nothing.
however, with the development of the
Burgess says there are 25,000 rickshaw When a student of the College of Lan
play movements, thero has ccmo fn
coolies in Peking, and that many of guages was asked what he did when
THE NA
AMONG
increased demand for gro 'nd spaco CHRISTIANS
not only provide for themselves, he wanted to enjoy himself he rethem
TIVES ARE ALLOWED MUCH
arovnd school "buildings. The state
but also for families ot two or three plied, 'I eat. This is my fifth meal
MORE LIBERTY
boards of education in Pennsylvania
persons on an income of from 10 to today.'
"
and Virginia will not approve plans
amuse
The lack of wholesome
15 coppers, worth less than half the
6.
"Members of the
Peking, Dec.
for new school buildings that do not
ments naturally results in participatho
value
of
number
of
Amerigame
are now free as
amusements.
provide, for adequate playgrounds. In Christian community
can cents, per day. "A brief Btudy tion in unwholesome
into all forms
to
enter
before
never
Little Rock, Ark., the standard of one
of 20 of these men," says Mr. Bur- Five years ago there was not a poolfull block to a school has been car- of activities and to make their influ gess in a rejort
just compiled, "re- room in Peking. There are now a
ried out with every one of the schools ence felt in social lire in reKing, vealed the fact that they are not so dozen of them. Gambling and drink
lor white children. All but one or says J. S. Burgess, one of the young grossly, ignorant and hopeless as ing are common in such places.
two of the school In Pueblo, Col., Princeton men who are conducting might be supposed. A good propor"The theater, never a place of high
anhave a full block. In San Angelo, one Y. M. C. A. tor Tjninese ana
tion of them can read, and thus are moral influence, is in some cases inof the various
Tex., every school but one has two other for the soldiers
open to the influence of easy Chin- troducing modern drama, with orchesthis
in
capital.
guards
legation
blocks at least, and two have 10 acres
ese literature.
tra, curtains, and realistic acting and
,
Mr. Burgess has been devoting himof play space. The first school built
"There are .thousands of appren- speaking. Since the revolution for
In Gary, Ind., had two acres of play- self especially to social work among tices and employes- in the
large stores the first time actresses have found a
as a result, acground, the second had four, the the Chinese. He has,
who are virtually slaves, working from place in the city. We are told by one
third 11, and a lot recently purchased quired much knowledge of unusual 14 to 18 hours a day with no whole- of the police department that there
conditions in the prisons, insane asy- some recreation and no
contains 20 acres.
chance for has been marked increase of open im"There la a very strong sentiment lums and poor houses in Peking. At education. These men are not allow- morality since the revolution. The
all over the country for larger school the same time he has great hopes of ed to leave the store. Modern in convening of parliament was also comore and more
grounds," Mr. Curtis finds, "and the Chinese becoming
has as yet scarcely shown its incident with an unusual sale of girls
among dustry
conditions
in
active
bettering
in
are
many
being augmented
yards
head in Peking, but now is the time into slavery from impoverished Man-ch- u
cities where there is an opportunity their own people. He thinks, too, to create
families.
public opinion which will reto purchase adjoining pieces of land that the new liberty of ideas which sult in the enactment of laws making
sudden change of this nation
"The
at prices that are not prohibitive. the republic has brought about will in- Impossible those conditions already into a republic has brought in a host
Cities, are often paying as much as crease the number of Christian con existing in the factories of Osaka and of new and totally misunderstood
$10,000 or more per acre for such verts move rapidly than heretofore
Shanghai. In Osaka thousands of western ideas about the supposedly
Jand. Two years ago the city of Out of a 'membership of 400, the women, lured in from the countrv on modern relations of men and women.
Houston, Tex., secured a bond Issue of
false promises, are forcer to work in- This has been noted even in the mis
300,000 for enlarging the yards of
credible hours on ' starvation pay, sion schools. Of a pleasant summer
several of its old schools. The city of
sleeping in crowded and unsanitary evening numbers of uuchaperoned
Galveston has recently voted a bond
buildings under blankets that are young men and women could be seen
Jssue of $100,009 for t,he same purstrolling about the groves of the Tem
The merchants waited until the last never for an hour without a user.
pose."
"That there is Ignorance of the ple of Heaven, arm in arm. For
minute before ordering their ChristWhether in city or country, Mr.
mas stocks, or suppose that the manu grossest kind among the lower class- China such a thing was utterly unCurtis considers ample school play
facturers waited until the last week es in Peking and a vast field for edu- j heard of a few months ago."
grounds a vital necessity. "City chil before beginning the manufacture ot cation along the very simplest lines Is
Mr. Burgess declares also that the
dren need a good sized school yard Christmas goods. Merchant and man evident. A coolie who was attend- prisons range from "Heaven to Hell."
Sbecause there is no other place
ufacturer begin months ahead in or ing the social service club night There is a "model prison" In Peking
Iplay. Country children need a large
to have things ready for you. You school asked me whether America that compares favorably with the prider
Sard because at homo there is no one
weeks ahead in order really was a place, or whether it sons of Europe and America, and
to play with, except In the simplest should begin
to
have
ready for Santa Claus. was vague like Heaven, and added, might be an inducement for many of
things
games for little children." He points
'What do youthink? They say the the homeless, who lose their limbs
tout that larger school grounds are de
Months and months ago the pres- world is round. Anyone can see it and sometimes their lives
by freezing
manded, not only for the sake of or- ents were made that you will give isn't." The rickshaw coolie's idea of in the streets of this
in winter,
city
come
There
to have to your loved ones this year.
ganized play, which has
to ctmmit crimes in order to be sent
a republic was that Yuan Shih-ka- i
a recognized value In education, but is no reason for delaying the pur- had become emperor. But perhaps there. But, as a policeman explained
also for school gardening, open-ai- r
chase, and, by buying early you avoid this shows signs of astuteness rather to him, the prisoner cannot tell which
classes, physical training and other trouble and bother.
.
than ignorance.
jail he will be condemned to occupy.
Activities that have made the school
Mr. Burgess is trvinsr to enlist the
to
consider
bodily
TODAY
AND
training
"Long
BUY SOMETHING
yard "nearly as important as the A PART OF THE LOAD WILL BE exercise as ignoble, and many wise
of the Chinese whenever
class room in the conduct of a mod
wherever
and
student
who
burns!
about
the
possible in his work.
MIND.
precepts
OFF YOUR

GREENBERGER

CHINA

BECOMING

10DERN

COUNTRY

EES

10 Yards

Saturday Night
Specials

Amoskeag Outing Flannel for

90c
10 Yards limit to each customer

25c

OlT

35c
Maco Hose For Women, al

sizes, Per Pair

26c

Bacharach's
7
to 9

65c

,

Iron Clad Hose for Children Women's All Wool Sweaters, $5
Children's Union Suits
No. 15, Per Pair
Values, Grays and Reds. Special (Fleeced,) Full Run of Sizes

49c

S3.25

19c

,

-

HEADQUARTERS for XMAS SHOPPING

Monday Bargains

.

Just Suppose

-

.

ern

school."

Boys Pants

Monday

Knickerbockers! les
1--

All Sizes

Worth up to $1.00,
Special

60c

$1.00 and $1.23
Qualities

89c

5

Off

$1.25, $1.50
and $1.75

Monday

Shirts

12 Yds. Long

N

Cloth

Men's and
Boy's

Cutter and Crossette

Regular 25c Per Yd

Pajamas

Makes, each

Per Bolt

and Night
Gowns

99c

THE

Manhattan and

;

$223

STORE OF UUALITY"

Opposite

Castaneda
Hotel

E.LASVCGAS.

'

N.Mf

Balcony
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PERSONALS

"

territory."
"Not for a thousand dollars," replied the player. "If I go back they
will put nie in the game again and
I've been in and out five times now.
I know when I've got enough if you
don't."

AT THE

MUTUAL MOVIES

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Clark of Los
Angeles, were visitors in Las Vegas

BRIDGE STfJEET

today.
Charles Adams of Watrous came
in last night for a several days' busi"The Heart of Kathleen"
ness visit.
last
in
Las Vegas
A Three R-eJoe Clark arrived
might from his home at Racine, Wis.,
ior a few weeks' stay.
J. H. McCarthy of Denver was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
ALBUQUERQUE BOWLERS
He to a commercial man.
business
A. til Green,' a well known
HAVE GREAT RECORDS
man of Albuquerque, came in yesterday evening for a short business visit.
W. E. Ludlow of Dallas, Tex., arrived In Las Vegas last night for a ELKS WILL HAVE TO GO SOME
IF THEY DEFEAT DUKE
several days' business visit in Las
el

Drama. (Domino)

Feature

BUCKLEY

Vegas.
Mrs. Jamea G. McNary, accompanied by her children, arrived in Las

Vegas this afternoon from El Paso
for a several weeks' visit with relatives.
Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valmora
sanitarium, came in yesterday afternoon for a several days' business visit.
Dr. Brown stated yesterday to a representative of The Optic that the
(Valmora "sanitarium is now the most
complete place of Its kind 1n the
southwest and that a number of improvements have been made, includ-inthe erection of a new dining hall
and several new cottages. The sanitarium is now filled to capacity with
patients.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess will
leave either tonight or tomorrow for
Washington, D. C, where he will attend the meeting of the republican
national committee. He is committeeman from this state. Mr. Spiess expects to be absent from Las .Vegas
ior several weeks.
g

CITY BUNCH
One man who bowls for the Albuquerque team on next Monday even
the Las Vegas Elks- ing when
Albuquerque game Is to be pulled off
by telephone, has an average of 245.
He will endeavor to raise this stand-aiMonday night. The other member of this team also are high bowlers, showing that the local team will
d

be forced to play an excellent game
to defeat the Duke City aggregation.
The Albuquerque team is being
picked from two of the best bowling
aggregations In that city, and at a
game played last night one team rolled a score of 2,472. One man bowled
538 for the three games.
The game at the Elks' club will begin at 8 o'clock and all Elks and their
ladies are cordially invited to be
present and witness the contest.
The Albuquerque lineup probably
will be composed of the following
men: Biggs, Lathrope, Desehler,
Luudln and Landolfi.
Juag-bluth-

INDIANS SENT TO JAIL
Lee. 6 Aiter telling them
they had been a lot of trouble to the

PATRON FEAST DAY

Santa Fe,

WILL BE OBSERVED United States government and that
BE
WILL
SERVICES
SPECIAL
HELD IN IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CHURCH MONDAY
On Monday the members of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
will observe the patronal feast of the
parish, the feast of the Immaculate
Conception. Rev. Father Rabeyrolle,
the pastor, will be assisted by a number of clergy from other places in
the state. Tomorrow evening at 7:30
o'clock vespers will be sung in the
church. On Mpnday morning there
will be three masses. The first will
occur at 6 o'clock and will be for per
sons who are obliged to go to work.
The second mass will occur at 7
o'clock, at which a large number of
people of the parish will receive the
holy communion. At 10 o'clock there
will be a solemn high mass at which,
ReV. Father Francis, O. F. M., of
Pena1 Blanca will
preach. Father
Francis is one of the well known
Franciscans of New; Mexico. The
Feast of the Immaculate Conception
is a holy day of obligation, the faithful being required to attend mass,
and, if possible to abstain from work,
as on Sundays.
ALECK HURLEY DEAD
London, Dec. 6. Aleck Hurley, one
of the foremost comedians on the
English music hall stage, died here to- lay. He was reecntly divorced by
Marie Lloyd, the variety actress.

MftT

:
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DIDN'T

BREAK THE
RECORD

BERNIE TRAFFORRD OF HARVARD
KICKED FIVE FIELD GOALS
IN ONE GAME
New York, Dec. 6. The spectacular
manner in which Harvard defeated
Yale in their annual football game,
due to five field goals kicked by
Charles E. Brickley, the Crimson fullback, has led to much delving into
gridiron records to ascertain whether
the feat was a record one, as claimed
by many immediately after the game.
Careful research has proved that
Brickley did!. not make a new field
goal record, but merely tied the one
made by Bernle Trafford of the Harvard eleven of 1890 in the game with
Cornell on. November 1 of that year.
In some respects Traf ford's record
was ibetter than Brickley's, sinc$ fl
of his kicks were drop-kic- k
field goals,
while Brickley scored four in this
manner and one from placement.
The Cornell team of 1890 was very
weak compared to the Yale eleven
that faced Harvard on November 22
of this year. The Crimson combina
tion defeated the Ithaca team of 1890
77 to 0, and Trafford kicked behind
a defense that was never tried in
the manner that the Harvard eleven
of 1913 was while holding back the
Eiis who aimed to block Brickley's
kicks. Trafford, never hurried at any
field goals
time, kicked five drop-kic- k
out of seven attempts from the SO
and 35 yard lines, averaging 33 yards
for all five. Brickley scored from the
24, 38, 30 and 22 yard lines and his
placement goal was made 39 yards
from the Yale bar. "This was a total
distance pf 155 yards and averaged
31 yards per kick.
Other football records which have
been reported as broken this season
include the long field run and high
score, but in neither case do the 1913
performances rank with those of
other games. The longest run of
football is credited to Walter Ecker-saiof the University of (Chicago
team, who ran 106 yards in the game
of 1904 against Wisconsin. Eckersall
caught the ball on the kiCKOff and
ran from virtually his own goal line
across Wisconsin's at the other end
of the field, passing the entire Badger eleven in his flight. The record
run from scrimmage is held by H. M.
Coleman of Wisconsin, who picked up
the ball on a fumble in the Minnesota
game of 1891 and ran 105 yards for a
--

in future they had bettor obey the
law add not require Uncle Sam to
send the United States cavalry back
to Beautiful mountain, United States
District Judge William H. Pope sentenced two of the Navajo Indians
charged with rioting to 30 days in
jail at Gallup. They were Hah Tot
Le Yozzi and Ne Do Willie Be Nally.
The judge then gave each of the
following ten days at Gallup: At City
Neze Bega, Bizh-osh(the old medicine man), Boshoshi ' Bega, Hosh Ta
'
and Ne Do Willie Bega.
The judge released Ne Do Willie
Bega and Tol Dame on their own re
cognizance to come sack to Santa Fe
next term of court to answer the
charge of horse stealing. The Indian
y
Hosteen Neze Bit Cil Ly, now in
at Shiprock, was released on
bond of $100 to come here at the nxt
'
term of court.
Judge' Pope lectured the Indians for
half an hour or more, impressing on
them that resistance to arrest is a
very serious matter and It will go
much harder with them if they are
brought down here again on this
charge.
Attorney Francis C. Wilson defended the Indians and United States Attorney Summers Burkhart and Assistant United States Attorney E. C. touchdown.
There have been an unusual number
Wade, Jr., appeared for the prosecuof big scores rolled up during the
tion.
'
The case has attracted national at- 19li season and several of these have
tention because of the ordering out been claimed as records. EvansviHe,
of troops and fears of an Indian up- Ind., high school defeated Rockport,
Ind., high school 143 to 0 on Septem
rising on the Navajo reservation.
ber 27; Oklahoma A. and M. college
defeated Phillips University 112 to 3
on October 15
the University of
Louisville defeated Washington college 100 to 0 on October 18; Washington and Jefferson defeated Grove
Oity 100 to 0 on November 1, and
Gallaudet defeated Baltimore college
103 t& 0. These high scores do not
exceed some of the tig totals made
by famous eastern gridiron machines
of past years, all things' considered.
Princeton scored 140 to 0 against
Lafayette in 1880 and Yale defeated
Wesleyan 130 to 0 In 1886. Some
years ago the University, of Michigan
defeated the University of Buffalo by
a score running into three figures to
0.
Coach "Hurry-up- "
Yost tells an
with this
in
connection
story
amusing
cus-toda-

ll

':
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Wholesome

Reliable
Indispensable

Its fame is world-wid- e.
Its superiority
Its
use
is
a protection
unquestioned.
alum
food.
In
against
buying baking
powder examine the label carefully,
and be sure the powder is made from
cream of tartar. Other kinds do not
make the food healthful.

How it feels to play in the challenge round of the Davis cup, em- Mentation of the world's tennis cham
pionship. Is vividly described by Richard Norris Williams, Second, who with
McLoughlin, Hackett and
Johnson,
formed the United States team that

regained the famous trophy in Eng
land this season. His Btory as printed in a publication at Harvard university, where he is a sophomore, is
In part as follows:
"We were now. in the challenge
round with the hardest task before
us. Six or seven previous American
teams had reached just this point in
the last eight years, but none had
been able to lift the cup. On the Saturday after we played Canada, we
went down to Folkestone and there
spent a couple of quiet days, not talking or even thinking of tennis. The
rest did us a lot or good, but the
strain was gradually telling. No one
can imagine the mental strain under
which we were playing. After two
long months of play, a little slip, an
'off day, an injury, to a. member of
the team, might mean the loss pf the
Davis cup. We all fully realized this,
but we went into the matches with
confidence, yfh were determined to
do our best, which was all that Americans can ask.
"The draw for the challenge round
was tmade on Wednesday before the
matches :were started. McLoughlin
was to play against Parke at 2:30
and I was to follow against C. P.
Dixon after the first match was over.
On Friday morning we took things
fairly easy. 'Mac' had his lunch about
12:30 and left in the car for Wimbledon at about 1:30. I had my lunch
when McLoughlin left and then took
things quietly until 2:15, when I followed him to Wimbledon.
"When I reached the court I was
told that things were not going our
way. I then spent the worst hour
and a half one could possibly imagine.
I was, of course, not allowed to watch
the match, as it Is trying on the eyes;
so I lay down in the dressing room
while the attendant came to tell me
now and then how things stood. At
about 5 o'clock the sound of shouting
and applause announced McLoughlin's
defeat. It was a bad beginning, for
everybody had expected that 'Mac
would win. Later I managed to pull
the tide our way a bit by beating

five

CHRISTMAS
is only a few weeks away and you are already considering the most acceptable gift
for your child especially that boy,
OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND PRESENT HIM WITH A BANK BOOK

PEOPLES BANK
CAPITAL

-
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:

"f

r ,..

--

i

TRUST CO.

-

-

-

-

-

$114,003.00

:

Your premium for buying for cash at

'AUP
D lamonds
- Watt lies

Dixon.

"On Saturday the public certainly
got Its money's worth out of the
doubles.
It was without doubt the
most exciting doubles match I have
ever watched, especially as I was
rather interested In the outcome. I
remember when the score stood 2
(McLough-lin- e
sets to 1, 5 to 4 and
serving) for England, R. D.
Wrenn, the president pf pur association, was chewin? his straw hat, and
W. Johnston, the fourth member of
the American team, was absolutely
What
unable to light a cigarette.
was I doing? Well I really don't

Jewelry
ne price ess
en Per Cent or C&s

30-4- 0

know.

"We epent Sunfray quietly In the
country and on Monday started on
our last lap. Mclaughlin again played
first, 'and this time when I arrived
at: Wimbledon 'Mac was two sets up
and had a long leal in the third. The
playing was slightly less exciting than
on the previous Friday. A few min
utes later the cup was won. After ten
years it was to come home again. I
finished bur match against Parke, although the outcome would not have
altered the fate of the cup. As a matter of interest, I lost In five sets."
PEONS BEAT BANKERS
Last night at the Elks' club the
Peons defeated the Bankers in a fast
game by 193 pins. 'The highest rolled
was 470 by Losey, while opposite honors went to Ward with 359 pins. The
official score:
"
Bankers' Team
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Total
420
135
118
Hoke ..
;

11

McWenie

...

..US

146

146

410

401
127
120
Witten ... ..'..154
game.
433
165
131
...137
Duncan ...
359
3
123
103
f The contest was specially arranged xWard
and held during the Buffalo exposition
of 1901.
Yost brought his famous
6 G9. 2023
70 9
64 5
"point minute" machine rrom Michi-gaxBowled for Frank Strass.
and the Wolverines proceeded
peons' Team
to score touchdowns on almost every
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Total
play. Buffalo had but 18 players in
121. 428
149
158
Conway
the squad and soon all were badly Martin
42C
155
140
131
used up. In order to continue it was Ament ...
168
427
119
142
462
176
necessary to relay tnese men. It was
122
...164
'.
Henriquez
470
116
against the rules of those days to re- Losey
164
193
turn a player to the game once he
had been taken out, but Yost agreed
733 2216
788 ' 694
to waive this rule under the conditions. Late in the game he Baw a
WILSON'S GOLD BETTER
form huddled up under a Michigan
Wilblanket on his side line and fearing
Washington, Dec.
He
better
much
today.
that one of his men had been hurt, son's cold was
ofYost went over and lifted the blanket dictated letters at the executive
communications
some
Underneath lay a Buffalo uniformed fice and signed
but would see no callers.
player.
n

(Pare

1913.

6,

"Get over on your own side of the
field," said Yost. "This is Michigan

PROGRAM TONIGHT
V-- !"

DECEMBER

BEHEtESSSaaaE!

HOLLAND'S

DAY TO CELEBRATE

Judge O'Brien declared guilty of contempt of court,, 141 Allouze copper
strikers who were charged with via.
lation of an injunction prohibiting
picketing. Sentence was suspended.

The Hague, Dec. 6. The coincidence of an important historical anniversary falling on the nation's most
popular festival day served to put
all Holland en fete today. No festival in Holland exercises a more enchanting spell over both young and
old than the Dutchman's "Feast of
St. Nicholas." The Jolly old patron
saint of children corresponds in this
country to the Father Christmas in
other lands, though coming three
weeks earlier. It so happened that
the festival this year came on the,
centennial anniversary of Holland's
Independence. It was just one hundred years ago today that the Prince
tf Orange was' proclaifed sovereign
prince of the United Netherlands.
After having chafed under the domination of the French for a number
of years, the sturdy Hollanders had
taken advantage of Napoleon's perplexities elsewhere and by a sudden
revolution had succeeded in throwing
off the foreign yoke. The Prince of
Orange was recalled from his exile
in England and invited to. resume the
sovereignty that had been exercised
by his forefathers. Early in 1814 he
took the oath of fidelity as sovereign
prince and ascended the throne as
King William I.

JAP OPPOSES SUFFRAGE
Dec. 6. I. Smimidzu, former mayor of Toklo, Japan, and a
WANTED
Clean cotton
member of the. Japanese imperial Optic office.

'

Lame back may come
work, cold settled in the
the back, or from disease.
former cases the right
BALLARD'S

SNOW LINIMENT.

rags

at

UNTIL DECEMBER. 18th.
01!

WE HAVE DECIDED TO CONTINUE

FOR. SPOT CASH ONLY

0.60 For

S12.00 Golden

16.45 For

522.50 Maple D ressers

O

Oak Dressers

1105 For S15.0C) Golden Oak Dressers
1
05 For $19.50 Golden Oak Dressers

0.05 For S10.00 Oak

Chiffoniers
17.65 For S22.50 Oak Chiffoniers

and thousands

of

other bargains suitable

for Christmas Presents

hOW loC LiaCll (and

It

GUILTY OF CONTEMPT
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 6. Circuit

''4

Chicago,

from overmuscles of
In the two
remedy Is

should be rubbed, In thoroughly over
the affected pari, the relief will be
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

diet, addressed a conference of Sun-da- y
school workers here today in connection with the international Sunday school convention to be held ia
Tokio In 1915. Dr. Smimidzu said
that he. was1 unalterably opposed to
woman suffrage.

33c
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SUGGESTS CHANGES

648; Jn 1913. 102,163.
to believe that the

DECEMBER

6,

1913.

There is reason

Bhe

last year or two

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

represent much more accurate census
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
I
taking and that the earlier census
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
not a little influenced
IN CLOSED SEASOf returns were
by guess work and unsystematic
j (
methods.
Ia 1910 the federal census for New
.
A.
1 1
THE
KEMMERER
OF
GEORGE
Mexico Browed a population of 327,-00SCHOOL OF MINES BEGINS
The school census for the same
AGITATION FOR HUNTERS
year was 99,202. This would be one
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOn no.
I
!
person of school age for every 3.30
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday
night at
Ludwig Ilfeld, deputy game warden, inhabitants. Using this eame ratio
I iti
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenne at
lias received a communication from the
state
of
the
1913
in
population
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corGeorge Kemmerer of the New Mexico would be 337,138. This shows an in-each month. Tlaltlng dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Prert
.
.
,
iu
School of Mines which refers to a crease or. lO.wu m
rouna numoers $
brothers cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O H
proposed change in the newly desig since statehood was granted, since
Wbl
p.
MlllB,
Mexico
New
Bally, Treasurer.
nated closed season in
the enabling act was passea in june, rates TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- - W. M.. H. 8 Vn Petten,
X- Secretwy.
on migratory birds, j which Mr. Kem 1910. This increase Is also shown in
TISEMENTS
merer considers far petter ror tne the face of a very considerable exodus
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO,
2,
LGCAL TIME CARD
sportsmen as well as the birds. The Which followed the passing of the Five cents
line each Insertion.
per
KNIGHTS- TEMPT.4 nT)oc
W6
change that Mr. Kemmerer suggests three year homestead law, allowing Estimate six
ordinary words to a line.
ilar conclave
c; d Tn
is from February 1 to October lo of title to be acquired after three years
No ad to occupy lest space than two
In each' month
Eaox Bcund
sealay
t u.
each year. The present closed
in
the
homsteaders
residences, many
All
lines
advertisements charged
om itrnw at 7;
m. o, h.
Arrive
p.
son is from December 16 to Stepmuer eastern counties having
Depari
proved up will be booked at space
KlnkeL JB.
actually set
No. .2.. . 9:10 p. in.. .
Chas.
Tamme.
Kv
1.
:lf p. m
C;
to
their without
and returned temporarily
cemdw.
regard to number of words.
No. 4. .11:05 p. m.'. .11:05 p. m
Mr. Kemmerer has taken this mat- former homes.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
No
&.. . 2:05 a. m. ..2:10 a.
ter up through correspondence with
Educational Directory
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY No. 10.. . 1 : 45 p. m .
2: 10 p.
sportsmen in every city in the state,
The copy for the printer will be
AL
ARCH
MASONS
the
to
write
them
departBound
con
West
Regular
requesting
ready in about ten days for the an
vocation first Monday In
ment of agriculture and assist in try- nual educational directory for the
Arrive
Depart
each month at Masonic No. 1.. . 1:20 p. m. .. 1:45 p. m
ing to make the change. Mr. Kem- state which will contain the names
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 3.. . 6:10 a. m... 6:15 a. m.
merer has several good reasons for of teachers, number of rooms in each
this change and doubtless If the mat- district, salary, grades taught, certif
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 7.. . 4:20- p. m. .. 4:30 p. m
ter Is properly handled it can be icate held by each teacher and much
Blood, Secretary.
No.
.. . 6:35 p m.
7:00 p. 1
brought to realization.
other valuable information on educa
I. O. O. F. LAS VFfti
i nrvse wo
Following are his reasons for a tion In New Mexico.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
ATTOKNEVaj
change:
Treasurer's Report
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
their hall on Sixth street. All voting
(1). The weather throughout New
Five county treasurers reported
r Jefferson Raynolds, President
HUNKER & HUNKER
Mexico is so warm during the month this morning to the traveling auditor.
brethren cordially Invited to attei;4
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
t- - r. Ponnia
Vir President.
most
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunke
George
of
that
F.
sportsmen
D.
September
Not one of the five has collected a
iojuwi
Fries, N. Q.; Gug Lehman, V. G.;
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.
Attorneya-at-Laconsider ducks which are shot in such cent of 1913 taxes, and in one- county
M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz
f
New Mexl4
month, unfit to eat.
not a cent has been collected of 1913
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeiery Las Vegas,
(2). During exceptionally wet, cold taxes or any other year during the WANTED To lease ranch for cattle Trustee,
falls some migratory ducks may possi past two months. The total state rev
raising; state size, price, approxl-mate location, etc., In answering. J, 8. P. O. ELKS Meeta
In
Mexico
New
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arrive
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reports
second and
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month Elks' home on Ninth street and
this section of the state until Decem
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Guardina Aaalnsts Croup
East Las Vegas, N. M.
The best safeguard against croup is lected, none; 1912, $418.10; 1911,
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A.
P.
Linn
SecreUry
Hays, care M. R. Williams Davis, Dictator;
and are soon cured. We keep it at
10
the
December
penthat
and
after
541
ROSENWALD
NO.
J.
LODGE
E.
Made by GERG.
and prevent croup." O.
home
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
alty provided by law will not be en- FOR SALE One upright piano. 307
Schaefer. Red Cicss Drug Store.
MAN PROCESS
Adv.
forced until after January 1, 1914.
Eleventh street. Phone Main 176 day of the month In the vestry room
Notaries Appointed
ONE COUPON FROM
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock v
Notaries were named yesterday by
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
'
Governor McDonald as follows: HarSTAMPS
FIVE
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Las
T.
mon
East
Vegas;
Newby,
BRINGS YOU THE
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Secretary.
Greenclay,
Charles J. H. Bushnell, Beenham,
SPOON
IT'S
Union county; Edmund Thurland, FOR RENT Two room furnished MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
GENUINE WM.
1
house. 921 Lincoln.
"William
ROGERS &
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Santa Fe, Dec.! 6. Statistics on the Kirkland, San Juan county;
Mar-tinManuel
A A
SONS'
oC
hall
schools of Valencia county during the MacDougall, Carthage;
th9 World
furnished Love at Woodmen
Ran- FOR RENT Four room
Teodoro
STANDARD
Romero,
Clayton;
school year of 1912-1have just been
brick house with bath. W. C. Hurt, on the second and fourth Mondays oi
ches de Taos.
SILVER
prepared by the state educational deeach month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
317
Grand avenue.
In the Supreme Court
W
These show 25 districts
Z.
partment.
G.
Laemmle, Clerk;
Sonsul;
In the supreme court today the case
i
in the county, including Belen.
In
Telephone or call and we will have our demonVisitinii
Local Deputy.
vs. C. H. tun kjsist vveu furnished rooms, Montague,
H.
B.
FRENCH- of
receiver,
Jones,
the 25 districts one has seven rooms
and
close in.' No healthseekers. Phone members are especially welcoo
show you
submitted.
GREY (STERwas
and
Rankin
argued
and 15 have one. There are 40 teach
Main 407.
cordially invited.
&
LING) FINISH
ers employed, of whom 14 are men Reed Holoman and Renehan Wright
the
are
attorneys.
opposing
r
One holds a
and 26 women.
FOR RENT Desirable front room in KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNllacbine Co
Automobil
EMPRESS
professional certificate, seven
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue.
RULE''
ii U
have first grade, 13 have second grade DISCUSS "THE PEOPLE'S
can be ob
Phone Purple 5501.
curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
VVm. Whalen, Prop.
Washington, Dec. 6. The first na
Phone Main 344
and 19 have third grade certificates.
a
members
Pioneer building. Visiting
tained in this city from
nonpartisan assemblage of
The monthly payroll totalled $2,275,
in promoting popular FOR RENT Cottage In desirable are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
men
interested
of which the men teachers received
measures ever held in the
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
The av- government
$752 and the women $1,523.
electric lights. Low rate
In the capital to
met
pered,
States
United
erage monthly salary was $56.87.' The
Phone
Nationthe
of
Purple 5301.
under
the
-auspices
average for the men teachers was day
The
Government
al
league.
Popular
The
$53.71 and the women $58.58.
..20c per 1M !bfc
session was an FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very ......
salaries ranged from $20 a month to feature of the opening
25o pep 100 lbs.
William
furnished
State
of
to
employed,
Each
2,000
comfortable,
1,000
address
Delivery
lbs.,
lbs.,
Secretary
by
YOUR
The amount paid to teachers
MOST
$100.
no
health
room;
as
Phone
per 10t las,
his
who
200
seeker.
took
to
1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
subject
J. Bryan,
Ibc,
during the year was $16,914. The
5301.
..40c
of
men
Other
per 1M Ik
Purple
Rule."
200
Each
to
60
"The
lbs.,
Delivery
People's
lbs,
average annual salary was $423.61.
meet..50c
the
per 10i !
who addressed
Less than 50 Iba Each Delivery
The average for men was $384.46 and prominence
Minneof
Senator
were
Clapp
the average for women was $439.41. ing
TtilsceHssneetsst
of New HampA
Th average length of the school term sota, Senator H0III3
of
Poindexter
Washing
Senator
was 7.29 months. One school held for shire,
J. Johnson WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natwal Ice, tk PnrfJ! 11
three months', four held for five, nine ton and Professor Lewia
of Harvard university.
Lasting Qualities ot Which Hav Made Las Vega Famous.
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
for six, six for seven, seven
a
to
become
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
The
proposes
N.
league
M.
one for eight and a half, and 12
In promoting the adopmilitant
force
Of
schools held for nine months.
ffTT "
measures
SUP- - California Woman Seriously Alarmed the school buildings 18 are owned tion of popular government
SIDS FOR PENITENTIARY
of
strike
The
longshoremen
A
great
bureau
for
"A short time ago I contracted a one loaned and eight rented. Two are throughout the country.
!'
r.
7"'.'.
a
PLIES
..sever cold which settled on my lungs
distribution of literature is alrea in New Zealand has collapsed.
the
sup21
are
months'
two
are
and
of
frame
six
brick,
Bids for furnishing
caused me a great deal of annoyand
will ance. I would have bad coughing spells adobe. Three schools boast of school dy established. In addition, the league
plies for the state penitentiary
of infor
a.
m., and my lungs were so sore and in- libraries, totalling 150 volumes and plans to maintain a bureau
m
o'clock
9
be received until
H
all
on
T5he
government
alarmmation
to
I
popular
be
seriously
flamed
census
began
at
The
school
valued
$148.
1913. Supplies
December
9,
Tuesday,
to furnish scientific
ed. A friend recommended Chamberand
measures
showed
school
of
3,465
age
onsUt of groceries, meats, clothing, lain's Cough Remedy, Baying she had last year
MERCHANTS CAFE
standards of these measures to legisleather, grain, etc. A list of these used it for years. I bought a bottle of whom 1,799 were boys and 1,666 lators and all other persons interestmy cough the first were girls. The enrollment was 2,113,
The Best Place to Eat
supplies with conditions and blank and it relieved
and In a week I was rid of the of whom 1,161 wfire boys and 952 ed in the movement for popular rule.
night,
furnished
ap
will
be
upon
proposals
lrl onH soreness of mv lungs." writes
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
were girls.
plication to the Superintendent.
Miss Marie Gerber, Sawtelle, Cal. For
wnem-nunoSubscribe for The OPc- fell
New
Mexico's
ot
Peniten
Board
in Las Vejas
ClassmeU t&i. iuek ut the people to
the
Population
Adv.
of
order
sale by all dealers.
By
i
has
interest
considerable
been
Since
orth isesL
particular talis,
those who MIGHT BT-t-he
tiary Commissioners.
aroused In the statement giving the Professional Health Culture for Ladles
JOHN B. McMANtrS,
C. CLAYTON, Prop
C.
lo sell Is WORTH MOST v
total school population of the state,
Thai property T
Superintendent.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
woi.14 sere
the
-d
and
to
Santa
deducing
1913,
comparison
Mwspaperby
leu
14th,
wno red the d.
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Dated: October
LET US SEND YOU A MAN
Next to Tostal Telegraph Office
in population of the state, the
298
Manigrowth
were
'
advertised
lere.
It
M.
unless
1
N.
Facial
JFe,
Massage,
Treatment,
your property
New Mexican has gone Into details
To pnt our New Metal
cure, Chiropody.
In order that something really accur
Others- - vho reed and answer ads. ia this aewtiaper wait UM
Hotel Romalne
on the subject. The Office
had
be
ate
may
are anxious to par cash for) books, amtomofciles, ised maefelafy
DENTISTS
Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Fits Hi Case Exactly
on your doors and windows to keep
school population for the past eight
and furniture, artleloe of Kwiulness e! aay sert, aid masleal
"urhon father was sick about six
oat cold and
advertisement
It
an
m
order
alsd
is
read
that
he
given
years
ars ago
strumest.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
MONUMENT CO
tm
Tablets in the pa-also may be studied by those inter- SAVE FUEL
Dentist
" writes
case
exactly
his
As the classified ads. are read ty all peseffrie fcmya, el an V
v,rs that fit
The school census In 1906
iested.
Albuquerque; N. M.
Dental work of any description at
Miss- Margaret Campbell of Ft. Smith,
FRANK
sfble sorts ex thlxCT, t&ey aaTe tome te be fladers ef tie best t
'showed 78,000 persons of school age;
215 E. Central
of
moderate prices
1 rk "Ho purchased a boxsince. them
'
Builder
My
aad
!n
Contractor
kets.
1907
1908,
sick
were
..'.-..;there
In
been
84,894;
not
ind'he has
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13i
23 Tears Practical Experience.
trouble and was
466
PHONE
98,602; In 1910, 99
'Mer had Hiomachthem."
Vegs
i 93,894; In 1909,
For sale by
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
lw benefited by
020; in 1911, 100,045; in 1912, 101
fH dealers. Adv.
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"THE ROSARY" IS $1.50 SHOW;
IT PLAYS HERE ON $1 SCALE

PULPIT

t
t

SATURDAY,
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Choir Loft

X
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a.m. second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 P m., In Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary ea benediction

j

i

ll

LnLIu

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.

'
i

j

First mass at 7:00

of the blessed sacrament at 7 '30 p.
m.
,
Sunday school' Tor English speaking and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF
Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8.30:
sermon In English, hymns rendered

SOR-ROW- S

3

,

by the children under the direction

of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday gchooL At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital

for the Insane, mass
Sunday by the pastor.
CHRISTIAN

every fourth

TABERNACLE

Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Communion and preaching li a.
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.

tyrmssn n r

m.

FIRST M. E. CHUKCH Cor ?
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. W.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor-shiwith sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep- worth League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
worship with eennon 8,t 7:30 o'clock.
A cordial invitation Is extended to
all who have no pther pjace of worship to attend divine services at this
church.

wag

p

Despite the fact that "The Rosary"
a $1.50 attraction and is playing
at that price in Albuquerque, Santa
Fe and Trinidad, Managers Duncan
and Browne of the Duncan onera
house have arranged for a 50
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH cent, 75 cent and ?I schedule for the
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug, performance of the famous play Monlas avenue and Tenth utreet Morn- day night. The play made a big hit
ing worship and' sermon at 11 o'clock. here last year, and It
ixpected a
Bible study and Sunday school ses- big crowd will witness its 1913
sion at 9:45 v. m. Society of Chris"The Rosary," as presented by Ed
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
The church extends a most hearty ward W. Rowland, Jr., Is repeating
invitation to all people.
Strangers with as much success as the play had
and sojourners In the city especially In its debut. It will be seen with a
cast including Jean Wardley, Thornwelcomed.
ton J. Baston, Neola Newton, Stanley
M. Andrews, Rose Adair, L. Andrew
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Charles H. Starr and Clarence
g
Castle,
morn-taservices
every Sunday
Regular
at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hail.
is

1

'

V.

Sterling

father

xne theme or the play concerns
a man and a woman happily married.
They are surrounded with every luxury
of wealth and happinness.
But the
husband is an unbeliever, an atheist
without faith of any kind. There is
a jarring note in the household har
No one notices it until a
mony.
friend of the husband comes. Father
Brian Kelly, a priest o" the modern
world with a deep insight into human
nature and a divine love for his
And when trouble comes,
when, the home is wrecked, and husband and wife are brough down to
the depths of suffering agony, it is
the priest who restores both into the
sunlight of hope and love.
Presentation

of Alms, Chant,

(An-

Take Halls' Family Pills for
stipation. Adv.
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'Show me your friends and I will tell you who you are," Is I
a saying old and true. No beverage ever had snch a large circle v
of Loyal friends as Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey. Its L,
popularity is not limited to any particular section Sunny Brook
is a universal favorite everywhere.
It is a safe, sane, satisfying slim- - I
tilant, and this, combined with its exquisite flavor, rich mellowness,
and high tonic properties, have earned for Sunny Brook its worldwide supremacy.
Sunny Brook is bottled under the Green Government Stamp
unmistakable proof that It is straight, natural whiskey 100
V. S. Standard
besides Sunny Brook carries the guarantee of the
Largest Distiller nf Fine Old Whiskey in the World, that it is
scientifically distilled, and aged,,in the good, old, honest, Sunny
Brook way.
j
-

imp

SUNNY BROOK is now bottled with our own patented
" Twister " stopper!!. One tut t s
the wm
or
bottle tight. No Need for Cork Screws
'

General Distributors, A.buquarque,

H. iwex.

-
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BOUT

Chicago. Dec. 6. The fight between
Packey McFarland of this city and
Jack Britton of New York, which is
to be pulled off by one of the Milwaukee clubs Monday, night, is the staple
topic of discussion in sporting circles here. A large crowd of Chicago
enthusiasts will go to the Cream City
to witness the mill. While McFarland is generally regarded by his admirers as well ni.eh. invincible it is
conceded that Britton is about as capable as many in his class of holding
his own against the Chicagoan. The
ne deciarticles call for a
sion contest.
.

J.
TEXAS.
GEORGETOWN,
says: "Fo'- - several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief in a number of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
The Man Who Neglects Himself
When his condition points to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kidneys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will disappear with the regular use of Foley
Kidnev Pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder in a clear., strong and
healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

bait

HQ

portraying the part of

Kelly.

on.)
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
Sursum Corda, Sanctus (Camidge.)
FIRST, BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner avenue, East Las Vegas.
Eucharistic Hymn 225, "Bread of
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Second Sunday in Advent, Decem- the World,"
(Hodges.)
Green, Pastor.
ber 7, 1913.
Gloria in Excelsis, (Old Chant)
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sa
Hymn 519, "Saviour, Blessed
Morning worship with sermon at
Sunday school, 9:45.
viour," (Coward.)
11 a. m.
This church is open daily for priB. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
Litany, Holy Communion and Servate prayer and meditation.
Evening worship with sermon at mon, It.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
7:30 p. m.
Catarrn Cannot Be Cured
The church extends a cordial in- O
Hymn 317, "Thou Art Coining,
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they
tation to the public.
My Saviour," (W. H. Monk.)
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a, blood or constitutional
Litany:
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Introit, Hymn 43, "Rejoice, Rejoice. disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Railroad and National Avenues.
"Believers," (Greenland.)
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
Hours of service::
Ancient
Kyrie Elelson, Chant,
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall'8' Catarrh Cure is
Chant.
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
not a quack medicine. It was preGloria Tibi, Chant (Paxton.)
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
one of the best physicians
scribed
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
Hymn 329, "Thy Kingdom Come, O in this by
for years and is a
country
If you are without a church home God," (Jayne."
regular prescription. It is composed
Sermon.
of the best tonics known, combined
come! We can help you.
Anthem, "Hark the Glad Sound," with the best blood purifiers, acting
If you are looking for church work
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
tome! You can help us.
(F. C. Maker.)
perfect combination of the two ingredients Is what produces such wonderSend
ful results in curing catarrh.
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & 'CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
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Specially Packed For
HAN BREAD, GEMS and
BISCUITS
HAVE YOU TRIED IT?
uZf--

l

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar, Adv.
Light automobile lamps at 5:31
o'clock this evening.
For Sale My residence and Overland automobile. J. p. Earlckson,
Adr

evifchatel
Iowa Cream

Sierra.
Camembert
Brie

mi

i

i

Word has been received in Las
of the death of J. L. Stubbs,

.vM!!!!!!!!IIII!ll!3nnill!!III!!!lll!!lll!I!!lli;l!i;!lll!!!lll!lllII!l!ll!llll!!Ilir

Potter's Popular Voting
Contest Now Open
ladies workstand filled with our
choicest candies will be given to the lady receiving the largest number of votes before Christmas
An elegant

Eve.

5 Votes With Each 25c Purchase

a
well knowns Wells Fargo Express
company man. Mr. Stubbs was em
ployed by this company here at one
time, being assistant superintendent
for New Mexico. Mr. Stubba died in
Denver,-- 'Colo,, lasfc month.

Jess
less
less
Overcoats, less
Overcoats, less

$28.00 Overcoats,
$25.00 Overcoats,
$18.00 Overcoats,
$15.00
$12.50

be held Monday evening, December
at 7:30 o'clock. Work in the third
degree. All members and visitors requested to be preaent
Tonight at the T. M. C. A., will occur two games in the Boys' basketball league. The teams that will play
thia evening are the Harmless Ones
versus the Sheepherders, the Goldens
versus the Rattlesnakes.

teaurns' Store

it

3

$8.45

While They Last

TAICHERT'S
CLOTHING

STORE

Correct Garments for Men
feHS

NORMAL NOTES

,
The

manuscripts for the musical
comedy, "H. M. S. Pinafore," have
been given out and work soon will be
commenced on the play. The cast
ha,s not been chosen, but the general
pleaded guilty. Judge Murray passed thorugi work will start at once.
a sentence of 10 days In the county
The Trigonian Literary society met
jail upon the young man.
In a general business meeting last
The prices we offer on suits are Wednesday morning. The entire body
hard to beat; $12.50, $15, $18, $20 all of officers was
wool cassemere and worsted suitB
School will be dismissed at 3 o'clock
reduced to $8.98, while they last
Ccme In and reap from this harvest. Thursday afternoon in order that the
331-off on Adler Rochester Suits student body may go to the special
and Overcoats. Taichert's Clothing matinee at the Browne theater. The
pictures are the famous production of
Store. Correct Garments for Men.
"The Last Days of Pompeii."
Adv.

Montoya' was arrested last night
by Santa F Officer Kinman on the
charge of stealing coal from the San
ta Fe yards. He was brought fcefore
Judge D. R. Murray this morning find

3

Potter Candy Company

mm eulee
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

"

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELH COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

At the Home of

the Best of Everything Eatable

FRUITS
We have the finest of all fruits in all

CANDIED FRUITS
Citron, Lemon Peel, Orange
Cherries and Pineapple.

Peel,

EVAPORATED 'FRUITS
k

.

Peaches,

Apricots, Apples,
Loganberries and Raspberries.

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
MURDER TRIAL RECESSED

Shelbyville, Ind., Dec. 6. Court adjourned today until Monday without
the state completing its case In the
trial of Dr. William B. Craig, charged
with the murder of Dr. Helene Knabe.
Miss Augusta Knabe, cousin of Dr.
Knabe, was being questioned on direct examination when adjournment
was taken. It had been expected the
etate would rest today.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Mrs. G. A. Milroy.

DANCE AT THE CLUB
There will be a dance tonight
In

the Elks' club for t'ie lassen- gers marooned on the trains.
rooned on the Santa Fe trains.
All the young dancing crowd, as
well as the older folks who like
to shake a foot are invited to be
present. The dance will start
about 8:30 o'clock.

J

A

f

SO REPLIES TO AN
QUIRY FROM THE NEW
YORK SUN

That the nomination of candidates
for the presidency by direct primaries
is not a distinctive Wilson Idea, as
the democdats have been endeavoring
to make the people believe, was the
reply of Republican National Commit
teeman Charles A. Spiess of this city
to a telegram of inquiry sent him yes
terday by the New York Sun. Mr.
Spiess made his position quite clear,
and showed that the democratic plan,
if carried out, would result unfavoramy. Mr. spiess' telegram was as

Gifts That Mean Something

follows :
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 5, 1913
The Sun,
New York City.
The nomination of candidates for
the presidency by direct primaries is

not a distinctive Wilson idea. This
practice has been followed by the republican party in almost all of the
northern states. I am opposed to the
suggestion that the party convention
shall by law b&t.equired to Include all
of the nominees tor oats fin congress.
f
Such a practice fwtif fgive many
seats in the conVQiftoLto candidates
whose chance of election is utterly
hopeless. The Wilson plan, if car
ried ' out, would be a long step to
wards preventing what a large ele
ment In the republican party hones
to eliminate, viz: the formulating of
party principles by representatives who
live in states in which practically1 no
republican votes are cast. The selec
tion of delegates to the party conven
tion should be left to the people.
CHARLES A. SPIESS.
National Committeeman for New
Mexico.
w

A LL the family will appreciate and enjoy the furni-- f
ture one member receives. The pleasure of the
gift lasts indefinitely. Every one is pleased and
proud. We illustrate some especially attractive articles
for Father, Mother, Sister, Brother each a real gift
that will afford a world of pleasure.
The Hoosier Cabinet, by saving millions of steps
and hours of time, makes cooking easy and pleasant. What present would mother, appreciate more?
A luxurious Morris chair.a prettyidrassing table, a footstool for

tired feet each will delight indefinitely.
We Invite you to call and look over our big stock of handsome,
worthy gift furniture. Prices are moderate.
we noia your selection tor Uhristmas Eve delivery.
Better than Santa Claus, to have our wagon drive up
'
CJCZ3
to your house.
well-mad- e,

em

J. C. Johnsen & Son
HOLIDAY SUGGESll

New Mexico Home Product

Store

ST. PAUL'S PARISH

The choir of St. Paul's church will
Th faculty members who left for meet for rehearsal tonight at 7:15 in
Albuquerque in automobiles are at church. A full and prompt attendance
work as usual, though they are un is urged.
usually quiet on the subject of cars
The Ladies' Guild will meet on Fri
The glee clubs, sang at chapel last day next, instead of Tuesday at 2:30
Wednesday morning. The student o'clock in the Guild Hall.
body was well pleased with the result
The Altar Guild will meet at 4
and to now able to understand the
way they made good at Albuquerque. o'clock on Thursday to complete arrangements for Christmas. The place
The new, term started last Monday of meeting: will be announced later.
and the day was spent in registration.
Many new students registered and
i ATTENTION
some of the old ones were missed.
All members of Las Vegas lodge
No. 408, B. P. O. Elks and visiting
The glee clubs are to sing at the brothers are requested to be at the
Browne theater two weeks from next Elks' clubhouse Sunday afternoon at
Friday night. The proceeds of this
o'clock to attend the annual memo
entertainment are to go toward de- rial services for our departed brothfraying the expenses of the clubs' ers. The public is invited to attend
trip to Albuquerque.
the service.
WILLIAM J. MILLS, Exalted Ruler.
Frank Landau will deliver his oraDAVID W. CONDON, Secretary.
tion at chapel Monday morning. The
public Is cordially invited to be preaA TERRIBLE WRECK
ent at the exercises Monday morning.
The orchestra will render several
Bucharest, Dec. o. News reached
selections. The chapel period Is at this city early today that 600 persons
9:50.
had been killed or injured in a collision which occurred late last night
Both the boys and girls have start- between a passenger and a freight
ed basketball practice and by the first train near CostestI, southwesj of
.of January the teams ought to be In Bucharest, near the Danube.
If
irst class condition,

Na.vajo

and Chimayo Blankets
N

Representing Original Indian Designs

Leather Pillows and Hand Bags
Of Extraordinary Original Figures

'

Yesterday in justice court occurred
a trial in which Estefanita Padilla de
Muniz was complainant against
o
Romero, charging the latter
with assault with words. The case
was heard before Judge Murray and
sentence deferred, until this afternoon.
Romero, it is said, called the woman
in question a number of vile names.
Eus-taqui-

The Pearl Hand Laundry will be
reopened Monday, December 8 by
Mr. J. L. Smith of Boston. Mr. Smith,
a thorough laundryman with 18 years
experience, has put the laundry in a

first class condition and asks the
ladies and gentlemen of JjBuS Vegas
to send him a trial package. Mr. R.
L. Richmond will act as solicitor and
collector,
phone Main 215. Adv.
"The Heart of Kathleen," a three-ree-l
feature, will be shown tonight at
the Mutual theater on Bridge" street.
Manager Howard Simpklns says" the
picture is an unusually good one, and
he invites
to see it. The
Mutual theater, which was opened a
Bhort time ago, is furnishing delightful entertainment for the movie fans
and is growing in popularity daily.
the-publi-

,

varieties, Apples, Bananas, Oranges.
Grapefruit, Lemons, Cranberries, Figs,1
Dates, Etc.

Prunes,

Last night a meeting of the Eastern
Star was held for the purpose of electing officers for the coming year. Following a short business session the
were selected: Worthy
following
patron, M. R. Williams; worthy matron, Mrs. Ben Coles"; assistant matron, Mrs. J. C. Johnson; treasurer,

CREATIO

-

.

Pat

Christinas

c

SPIESS

n

l

NOT WILSON'S
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A called communication of Chap-malodge No. 2, A. V. & A. M., will

a

PRIMARY

m the Store

8,

nn.r

OFF

ru

On Every Overcoat

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Sealshipt Oysters

1 Q

The audience at the First Methodist
Episcopal church tomorrow evening
will be favored with a solo by Mr.
George Smith and a violin 'obligato
by Mrs. Charles O'Malley. This will
be the last opportunity that Las Vegas people will have of hearing Mr.
Smith before his departure for Denver. The chorus choir also will assist with the music at this service. A
cordial invitation is extended to all.
Services begin promptly at 7:30 o'-

The 35 students who went to Albuquerque at Thanksgiving time to
represent the school had a great time
and made a great showing for the
school. It Is hoped that they may
return next year.

BOUCHER'S

GAME CALLED OFF

The basketball game that was
scheduled to be played next Friday
night at the armory between the city
team and an aggregation from the
Lubin New Mexico Motion Picture
company, has been called off on ac--'t
count of the sudden leaving of the
Lubin company for Galveston. That
the company would leave was not
learned until last night.
The city team will not play until
clock.
next month, when a game with an
outside team will be scheduled. The
TEAMSTER STRIKE ENDS
will continue practice, so
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 6. Three aggregation
hundred union teamsters who have as to be in shape when a big game
been on strike since last Sunday at is scheduled.
midnight returned to work today and
union officials say 1,000 will be back
In their old places by Monday mornANOTHER SHIPMENT OF
ing. Only those drivers whose emcontracts
have
with
ployers
signed
the union are permitted to take out
teams.

Have You Tried

DUPUY REFUSES JOB
Paris, Dec. 6 The French

Oysters

minis-terl-

crisis brought about by the res
ignation of Premier Barthou after his
defeat in the chamber of deputies on
the question of the finance bill, was
still unsolved this morning. Jean
Dupuy informedi President Poincare
that he must decline the task of
forming a cabinet.

JUST

IN AT

AT,

BAERS CURIO STORE

TH E DUHCAM
ED. W. ROLAND JR. (Inc.) OFFERS
A

Play of

Founded
upon an

Human

Emblem

interest

of Purity

R

RY

Oy EDWARD E, ROSE

Author of Janice Meredith, A! loo of Old Vlnoennea.The
Prisoner ofZentla, David liarum, The Spenders, Etc.
THE

(

GREAT

(

Our

Joe

YorEz,. Chicago

end Dooion Guccggq
SYNOPSIS OF PLAY

' Bruce Wilton's
West Chester, N. Y.
"The houn I ,mnt with thee, dear
hart.
Are m t strws cl peirh to me."'
ACT II. An hour later. Bruce
Wilton's
study.
rmmf

'

Fresh

Mexican Filigree, Indian Jewelry, Souvenirs and
everything
crude representing some original ideas

Kawn f?'ron-

"t count them
Myro.ti.ryl

Act III. Bruce Wilton's Study thenext
morninif.
" tell each bead unto the end.
and there a cross is hung "

luterIV- - 0utslae the

orer. er'ry one a.pirt,

chaP-'-

l

one year

'"

"rJ'lZ'X hr"d '"d
' ' '
sweethr!.. ....
t; ulc
,t
CAMERON
BY
(TEXT
KOIJERT
ROGERS)
r.

Myro.si.ryl"
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COMPLETE nZAGffiflSENT Pii02U0TI0,V

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer

Grgoi& Eisctricsl Effects

TO ROLL.

ROADS

Washington, Dec. 6.

SERVED ANY STYLE

OPEN ALL NIGHT
wWMWIMMf.lJtimWIW.,

i,

GCc Tilts

Seals on Sale at Murphey's Friday

Kraut
Figs, Nuts, Etc. Etc.

-

Pricsa

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

.lan to
road building in western states
was embodied In a bill lnt oduced to- FOR EXCHANGE Three
room housa
on good corner will
day by Senator Warren. It would
trade for live
grant 500,000 acres of pub: io lands to
stock, either horses or cattle. Adeach of the following st tes to be"
dress H., Optic..
sold for tlie aid of road bu ldlng: Ari
zona, Colorado, Idaho, Moifana, New WANTED A
girl at Potter's Candy
Mexico, Nevada, Utah andlWyomlng.
Store.
J

A

pro-mo- te

